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TAKE IT FROM THE TOP

CHRISTINA MCOINNIS I THE BG NEW

AUDITIONS: Sophomore McUne Nagy performs (or a group of Shorts Fest directors during last nights auditions See page 5 for more information and photos

CAMPUS
BRIEF

Fraternity house to take up
residence in Global Village

ACT leader leaves for
Haiti to provide relief
Minister of Active Christians Today
Dave Warner left for Haiti yesterday
to offer his assistance following the 7.0
magnitude earthquake that hit the country
Jan. 12.
Warner bought a oneway ticket to
Haiti and plans to be gone for about two
weeks, said part-time ACT employee Julie
Mckee. She said there are no plans for any
other ACT students or staff to make the
special trip.
Mckee said the University group usually
makes two mission trips to Haiti during
the summer, but may be adding a third
construction trip because of the recent
disasters

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS

SECURITY: After dealing with the setback
for security and Obama must reassert himself as a figure of authority

The displaced fraternity Sigma Phi Epsilon finds housing in Conklin fall 2010
tact that we lost the house is
one of those things we just have
to understand. We're looking
Director of
forward to moving into Global
Residence Life
Village next fall, but it's unfortuAs University officials prepare
nate the people living there now
for the demolition of Rodgers
will have to move.''
Quadrangle and the Phi Kappa
Griffel said Global Village is a
Tau and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity houses, many are left content dence facilities," Griffel said. "All residence facility which houses up
with the administration's decision for the purpose of attracting to 33 people, but living arrangeto build a new residence hall in incoming students to come to ments for the international stuplace of the old buildings.
BGSU and to promote a more dents for next semester have not
Pledges were informed of the attractive campus. Our facilities yet been decided.
An anonymous source within
reconstruction at the middle simply haven't been up to pace."
of November 2009 and had to
The demolition of the buildings Residence Life reported the resibe moved out of the fraternity has not yet been determined, but dents in Global Village would
houses by the end of finals week Griffel said environmental checks be moved to the Kreischer
last semester. Currently, Phi Tau for lead and asbestos are due to Quadrangle in the 2010-2011 acamembers are residingin Founders take place sometime between demic year.
The two fraternities both parwhile Sig Ep pledges are staying mid February and March. While
in the Garden Unit of Harshrnan Sig Ep members will be moving ticipated in a house closing cerBromfjeld. But Sig Ep will be mov- to the Global Village next semes- emony organized and paid for
ing to Global Village in Conklin ter, the University has taken the by the University. The Sig Ep cernext semester. The fraternities initiative to hire a professional emony took place last Saturday
both received 50% off the stan- moving crew to assist with the and was held at the Victory Inn.
The celebration welcomed 250
dard residence hall rate and were moving.
also given the option of moving
The president of Sigma Phi former alumni and provided food
Epsilon, junior Justin Kesler, is a and drinks for the pledges.
off campus without penalty.
Sophomore Sig Ep member
Michael Griffel, director of two-year member and said the
Residence Life, said the short-term move was unexpected, but the Cole Schaaf said the move and
notice of the construction was pledges have been understand- the destruction of the houses
is discouraging, but overall the
unfortunate, but the University ing of the construction.
needed to make room for a grow"We definitely understand recent events have brought the
ing on-campus population.
what's going on, the University is
See DEMOLITION I
(2
"The University has a tremen- growing which is good for everydous need to upgrade the resi- one all around," Kesler said. "The
By Jaic Jamaa
Reporter

Politics of terrorism
emerge anew during
current election year

See TERRORISM | Page 2

Michael
Griffel

Student-arranged musical piece
captures the spirit of the University

By Ban F.ll.r
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Terrorism is
creeping back to the forefront of
the American mindset, creating
an election-year issue for emboldened Republicans and forcing
President Bai.uk Obama to reassert himself after a wobbly period
of homeland protection.
Republican Scott Brown's startling Senate win in Massachusetts,
propelled in part by his opposi-
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ByAndrawFaiT
Reporter

For University graduate Ryan
Nowiin, the 52nd Annual Band
Music Reading and Directors
Clinic this weekend is more than
a premiere of his work, but a tribute to the University.
This year, the College of
Musical Arts held a centennial
fanfare competition for composers to write and arrange a piece of
music that would be premiered
as a piece dedicated to celebrat-

CAMPUS

ing the University's centennial.
Nowlin's piece was chosen as the
one to be premiered at the Clinic.
"The piece was really fun to
write because it gave me a chance
to reflect on BG and BG themes,"
Nowiin said.
NcwUn,whonowteachesmusic
in the Brecksville-Broadview
Heights school district in Ohio,
holds a bachelor's and master's
degree from the University.
Tonight, he will return to conduct the debut performance of
his centennial piece with the

University Wind Symphony at 8
p.m.
"I wanted to capture the spirit
of the University over the last 100
years as well as give way to the
next 100," Nowiin said. "I'm looking forward to sharing that"
While Nowiin will personally conduct his centennial
piece. Director of Band Activities
Bruce Moss will hdm the rest of
the performance by the Wind

By Shana Staydan
Reporter

With the possibility of tuition
increases creeping closer and
closer, conserving energy for the
University may result in more
money in student pockets.
Fifth-year senior and middle
childhood education major
Dusrin Sabo has adopted a program called Friday Night Lights
to help save the University
money. Having sat on the idea
for an entire year, Sabo adopted his own version of Perm
State University's Friday Night
Lights Out program and since
Oct. 2, 2009, his program has
saved the University $7381.06.
With the exception of holidays, Sabo and his group of
volunteers meet every Friday
at 6:30 p.m. outside of the
Union theater. From there,
the volunteers break up into
smaller groups. They go from
building to building including classrooms, hallways and
restrooms and turn off or shut
down lights, computers and
any other electronics that may
have been left running for the
weekend.
Although a seemingly long
and tedious practice, the entire
operation takes only about an
hour to complete By taking 60
LIGHTS

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
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Fraternity takes center stage

Ignorance does not create bliss

Check out photos of Theta Alpha Phi's
Fest where students and community

team hosts
^^^ The Falcon hockey
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Ignoring the water crisis will not make it go away says !*■ ya
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Student volunteers
turn out lights
to soften the blow
of $8.3 million
University budget cut

See MUSIC | Page 2

FORUM

auditions for their annual event Shorts
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What is the scariest part of the University?
A1VSOHIWUMSAU6H
Sophomore. Comm Disorders
The girls locker room in Eppler."
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BLOTTER

LIGHTS

WED.,
JAN. 20

From Page 1

5:50 A.M.
Complainant reported a unknown
subject took a fire extinguisher
and discharged it in the parking
lot at Days Inn.
422 P.M.
Complainant reported an
unknown subject stole his debit
card and made unauthorized
purchases.
448 P.M.
la Hayes. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft/
shoplifitmg when she attempted
to shoplift $20.64 in merchandise
from Wal-Mart.
8 45 P.M.
i esley Hernandez. 33, of Leipsic
Ohio, was arrested for theft, posit of criminal tools and possession of marijuana at Meijer
10:28 P.M.
Complainant reported a silver
vehicle was outside her apartment
playing loud music within the
800th block of Seventh St.

minutes out of their Friday night to
conserve energy last semester and
having saved the University over
S7,(XX), Saho and his volunteers
have high hopes for the spring.
"Because we will be able to
work every weekend, except for
holidays, I am hoping we can top
last semester's figure and help the
University save closer to $10,000,"
Sabo said. "With these estimates, I
am hoping to save the University
anywhere between $14,000 and
$17,000 during the 2009-2010
academic year."
'ITie l-Tiday Night lights program
has aided the University in saving
on operating costs that otherwise
would have been incurred, said
Sheridecn Stroll, University chief
financial officer, through e-mail.
Fiscal year 2011 is expected to
bring in more than $163 million
of budget cuts for higher education schools in the state of Ohio,
Stroll said. Of the S1G3 million in

12:17 A.M.
M Wallace II. 18. and
Derek Ward. 18, of Kenton Ohio,
were arrested for possession of
marijuana and possession of paraphernalia within the 200th block
of N Mam St.
1237 A.M.
Andrew Peace. 26, of Fostoria
Ohio, was arrested for assault,
criminal trespass and obstructing official business and Danny
Raney Jr.. 23. of Fostoria Ohio.
was arrested for theft and criminal
trespass at Sky Bar.
221 A.M.
Ross Barett. 22. of Bowling Green.
was arrested for assault and criminal trespass within the 100th block
of N. Mam St

*

ONLINE: Goto bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
-nink an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

"But the... program among others are
examples of what students can do to
help keep the costs of operating a large
university from rising unnecessarily"
Sherideen Stroll I Chief Financial Officer
state cuts, the University is estimated to experience a budget loss
of $83 million, which could result
in any number of changes within
the University.
"We have been anticipating
these reductions and working to
reduce our expenditures over the
past number of months," Stoll
said. "Each department and division has been working on determining their operational cost
reductions for some time and this
work will continue throughout
the spring semester as we begin
the process of creating the budgets for next year."
With the economy in its current state and time running out
until budget cuts occur Stoll said

Reed. "It's touched theme of,
going on over there?'"
TERRORISM 'What's
The nation is still jittery that
From

THURS.,
JAN. 21

don to Obama's terror-fighting approach, has weakened
Obama's legislative hand just
as Congress is demanding
answers about security. And
although health care reform is
the matter most immediately
affected by Obama's sudden
loss of the minimum 60 votes
he needs in the Senate on big
legislation, his entire agenda
will be reshaped in some way
by the political fallout.
Public concern about terrorism is at its highest levels
in months, according to a new
Associated Press-GfK poll.
In Obama's favor: More
than half of people. 54 percent,
approve of his handling of terrorism, the poll found. That's a
higher rating than Obama gets
for his handling of the economy, health care, Iraq, the budget
deficit or taxes.
Yet Republicans traditionally claim security as a political
strong suit, and recent events
have not helped the party in
power.
"It's shaping up as an issue
that Republicans are going to
be able to use against Obama
and this White House because
there's a sense that things arc
out of control." said veteran
Republican strategist Scott

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

a Nigerian man with ties to alQaida got by U.S. intelligence and
security and attempted to blow
up a Detroit-bound airliner on
Christmas Day. In November, an
Army sergeant who had shown
erratic behavior is alleged to have
massacred 13 people at the Fort
Hood Army post in Texas.
Both cases involved missed
warning signs, and the Detroit
scare so exposed flaws in the system that Obama called it a nearly
disastrous "screw-up."
Even the case of a high-society
couple who managed to crash a
White House state dinner on Nov.
24, a rare breach that allowed
uninvited guests to get close to
the president, has fed the narrative, Reed said.
As commander in chief, Obama
holds much of the power on
national security, but Congress
can help him or block him on
many fronts. Democrats head
into November's election with a
257-178 majority in the House
and, once Brown is sworn in, a
59-41 majority in the Senate.
The hawkish line of argument
that Brown used is likely one
that Republicans will return to
all year.
Brown says accused terrorists
should not be tried in civilian
courts and, more broadly, the U.S.
needs to lighten its grip in pur-

that students can help soften this
impending blow.
"There are some expenses
that will rise regardless of what
students do, such as the cost of
employee health insurance,"
said Stoll. "But the Friday Night
Lights program among others are
examples of what students can do
to help keep the costs of operating a large university from rising
unnecessarily."
Volunteers for the Friday Night
Lights program are always welcome. Anyone interested in participating can simply show up on
FridayoutsideoftheUnion theater
at 630 pm. Students can also email Sabo directly at dsabo@bgsu.
edu or contact Nicholas Hennessy,

University sustainability coordinator, at nickjh@bgsu.edu.
Any aspiring volunteers will be
able to qualify for community service hours which will be logged
each week and at the end of the
semester. Sabo said Hennessy
will sign and confirm them if a
University faculty member signature is needed.
Hennessy is the unofficial
advisor for the program. He is in
charge of doing the math work in
terms of calculating the amount
of energy saved through the
efforts of the volunteers. He said
he is proud of the work Sabo and
his volunteers have done.
"Never underestimate the
power of individual contribution
and leadership" Hennessy said.
"These students are making a
tangible difference in energy savings by taking action rather than
just sitting around. 1 think that's
fantastic. It's what students learn
here'at BGSU: How to be a leader, make things happen, and get
something done by applying that
leadership"

suing and interrogating suspects. by putting Obama in there—and
Republicans will likely frame that there are some major flaws
the matter as either being tough in the administration."
Terrorism and security polion terror or having a "pre-9/11
mentality," as House Republican cy is not one issue, but a web
over overlapping ones. Airport
leader lohn Boehner put it.
Already, a partisan dispute screenings. Intelligence sharhas dealt Obama a setback ing. Interrogation techniques.
on security. His choice to lead The proposed closing of the
the Transportation Security Guantanamo Bay prison in Cuba.
Administration scrapped his Civilian courts vs. military tribuown nomination Wednesday nals. The war in the Afghanistanafter a frustrating standoff with Pakistan region. Drone strikes.
And the terror politics don't
a Republican senator who had
always fall neatly along party
blocked it
Hours of congressional hear- lines.
Republican critics say Obama's
ings on terrorism this week have
also put security up front In one plan to close the Guantanamo
moment, National Intelligence military prison and ship the
Director Dennis Blair accepted detainees elsewhere, including
blame for the failings of Dec. 25 to the United States, will underthat allegedly allowed the sus- mine national security. Yet on
pect to ignite a bomb hidden in Afghanistan, which is at the cenhis underwear as his Northwest ter of Obama's fight against terrorism, many Republicans are
Airlines flight neared a landing.
More scrutiny is likely over the more behind the president on his
effectiveness of the people whom buildup of troops than lawmakObama has put in charge of the ers of his party are.
Almost no issue brings a sense
security and intelligence communities, said Abraham Wagner, of unity.
"The one thing we need not do
a professor of international
and public affairs at Columbia is politicize the fight against terUniversity who specializes in the rorism," Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid said Thursday amid
study of terrorism.
"I don't think that just this elec- new signs that was happening.
Ultimately, any focus on secution (Brown's) is going to change
the equation," Wagner said. rity may well end up being to
"What I do think is really going on Obama's advantage. Almost twois that Obama euphoria is start- thirds of those polled say they are
ing to wear off. and people are confident that he will be able to
realizing it's not a perfect world handle terrorism effectively.

DEMOLITION
From Page 1
fraternity closer together.
"When the University told us
about the demolition, it was a
big shock," Schaaf said. "Once
we found out we had a place to
live next fall we felt a little better.
As a temporary move they should
have planned it out with more
consideration. But overall, the
situation has been an experience
that all the members are going
through together. The move will
build our brotlicrhood."

MUSIC
From Page 1
Symphony.
The Band Music Reading
and Directors Clinic will feature
several events throughout the
weekend. Moss said the main
concerts will include the Wind
Symphony tonight as well as the
University concert band with
middle and high school honor
bands Saturday afternoon.
Moss said each performance
throughout the weekend will
include a lot of variety and each
tune will be a little different
"Most of the pieces will be a
mixture of very melodic and
exciting music with nothing too
sophisticated," Moss said. "We
purposely make these concerts
audience friendly."
Nowlin will conduct the middle school honor band's concert which will begin Saturday
afternoon at about 230 p.m.The
concert will include about 100
middle school students chosen
from all over the state by the
music department Prior to the
concert conducted by Nowlin,
the middle school honor band
will also perform a "side-by-side"
concert along with the University
concert band, conducted by
Assistant Professor of Music
Education Carol Hayward.
Haywardsaidtheperformance
will be good because audiences
will be able to see what young
people can do with only two
day^ of rehearsal together while
playing alongside college band
musicians.
This perfonnance will also.
feature another composition
by Nowlin, called "Through
Peaceful Eyes."
Nowlin said this piece will be
more reflective and nostalgic
and will stand out more amongst
some of the other pieces.
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Contact us

at thenews@bgnews.com. call us at 419-372-6966 or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall
BUILD YOUR RESUME, GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE. SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY
.. s,

The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy editors, photographers, videographers, columnists, and cartoonists.

Why RENT a ROOM when yi
you
can RENT an APARTMENT
for LE$$?
if
WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
Winthrop Terrace & Summit Terrace
Apartments are dedicated to providing YOU
with the best housing otters in the area!
Free Gas (heat, hot water, cooking)
Free High Speed Internet I Free Basic Cable
Also Offered:
?4ht Main:.

' - lip

Rental Office: 419/352-9135
400 E Napoleon Rd I Bowling Green, OH 43402

WHY TAKE THE SHUnLEKSSSl"
If you want MORE for LESS, GREENBRIAR, INC. offers:
/ 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom furnished apartments and houses
/ On-site Laundry facilities
/ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance
G

GO\^

ALSO AVAILABLE IN SELECTED UNITS
/ FREE Internet
/ Fireplaces

/ Microwaves
• Central Air

Sfe

CAMPUS

Friday. Jdnuacytt2010_3

SHORTS
IN THE
WINTER
Shorts Fest is an annual event hosted by the Theta Alpha
Phi fraternity. Students and community members get
together to write, direct, and act in short scenes in order
to showcase their talents. This year it takes place on Feb.
12 and 13 in the Wooster Street Center.

Photos by Christina McGinnis | Multimedia Editor

ABOVE: Community member Michael Porlteus (right) looks over a
audition piece before he takes the stage.
RIGHT: Portteus performs a monolog called Geoff Herald of
Satan.
BELOW: Directors Chase Greenlee. Beth Singer Rohrs and Jeff
Sneed watch auditions while they try to choose actors for their short
scenes.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11

FRUGAL

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

FALCON$

Available May 15, 2010
422 Clough St- Two bedrooms.
$470.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $470.00. Limit 2 people. Limit
2 cars. Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.
710 Elm St. - Three bedrooms.
$760.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $760 00. Has washer, dryer
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/15/10-5/7-11.
146 1/2 Manville- One bedroom
upper $420.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $420.00. Limit 2 people. Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11

715 Second St.-Three
bedrooms $810 00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit S810.00 Has washer,
dryer, C/A. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
Hurry in!
Apartments
Going Fast!

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Wow!
Going Fast!

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

629 Elm St. - Three bedrooms
S885.0O per month plus utilities
Deposit $885 Limit 3 people Has
garage, washer, dryer, A/C Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11.
710 1/2 Elm St-Three
bedrooms. 2 baths. $740.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit
$740.00. Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/15/10-5/7/11
704 Second St. -Three
bedrooms. $975.00 per month
plus utilities Deposit $975.00. Has
washer, dryer, C/A. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/15/10 - 5/7/11.
517 N. Summit-Three
bedrooms. $1,050 per month
plus utilities. Deposit $1,050 Has
attached garage Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars. Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.

10 Financial Resolutions
for the New Year
8. Give Moneytone of the most effective ways

5

to realise the value of money it
to give it Anonymously pay for
sorreiiing for someone - coffee.
parking meter, turnpike lolls')

Brought to you by:

^DETW^ONEY
BGSU.
www.bgsu.edu'smmj
419.172.2252
—^—— and

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL

CREDIT UNION

Available August 19, 2010
256 S. College #A - Three
bedrooms. $750.00 per month plus
utilities. Limit 4 people Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

725 Sixth St. - Three
bedrooms. S990 00 per month plus
utilities. Has washer, dryer, C/A.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. Lease
8/19/10-8/6/11

720 Eighth St. - Three bedrooms
$575.00 per month plus utilities
Deposit $575 00 Limit 3 people. Limit 3 714 Eighth #B.- Two
bedrooms S680.00 per month plus
cars Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11
utilities. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars
722 Elm St. - Three bedrooms.
Has A/C. Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11
$690 00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $690.00. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
722 Eighth St. - Three
cars Has washer, dryer. Lease 8719/10 bedrooms $575.00 per month
-8/6/11.
plus utilities. Deposit $575.00.
830 Scott Hamilton - Three
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars Lease
bedrooms. 2 baths $925.00 per month 8/19/10 -8/6/11
plus utilities. Has A/C. Limit 5 people.
806 Scott Hamilton. - Four
Limit 5 cars. Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11.
712 Second, #A and ffl-Two bedrooms 2 baths. $690.00
per month plus utilities. Deposit
bedrooms in each unit. $690.00 per
$690 00 Has washer, dryer. C/A.
month plus utilities. Has dishwasher,
Limit 3 people Limit 3 Cars Lease
C/A Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. Lease
8/19/10-8/6/111-8/6/11
8/19/10-8/6/11.
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit
l ivitaUt. Stop taOwRMMOffic* for a brochure
r kitofutlon: www toh«Mwtov«r«al«tit«.coiTi

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

V }%.-

fl

pAPAJOfib,
Better Ingredients.

Better Pizza, a

826 SIM SI, 8owl.cC

RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. lacross Irom Taco Bell)

419-353-PAPA

FORUM

"I wanted to capture the spirit of the University over the last
100 years as well as give way to the next 100."
- Ryan Nowlin, University graduate and composer, on his piece celebrating
the University's centennial [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What's the scariest part of the University?
"Freddie and Frieda

"The Eva Marie Saint

"The Kappa Delta

"Men's changing

Falcon. I'm deathly

Theater."

House"

room in the Rec

afraid of mascots."

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

center around 6 or

Have your own take on

7 p.m."

today's People On The
Street? O a suggestion for

KELBI WILLIAMS.
Sophomore,
Exercise Science

LARRY SERFOZO,
Junior,
Sports Management

JENNY HARTMAH,
Sophomore.
Communication Disorder

OLIVER BOYD

a question' Grve us you

BARRETT,
Professor, Journalism

feedback at bgviews.com.

Humanity ignores the issue of
water scarcity at its own peril

THE MAGIC EISHTBALX IS NEVER WRONG.
KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Technology's role in life too big

It is clear technology is
entwined into our daily lives,
but what is the cost?
As children, technology was
an outlet for entertainment in
the form of television, films
and video games. Today,
(ethnology has become a
tool to stream and gather
information in the form of
cell phones and the Internet.
And of course the outlet of

technological entertainment
is even more prevalent today
than it was when our generation were children.
look no further than the
ridiculous box office numbers
of lames Cameron's "Avatar."
It is an epic science fiction
film that advances technology
to such soaring new heights
(hat this product could pass

the S2 billion mark after being
released for a little under two
months. So what, right?
Well, it provides a sufficient indication our society
is enthralled with the rapid
advance in technology — so
much so that even in the
economic struggles we face
today people are still able to
dish out enough money to go
see the latest eye candy. This
isn't meant to take anything
away from the film; it certainly has delivered what it
promised to.
Rather, it begs the question, "Are we spending too
much time and money devoting our lives to technology?"
Every minute we spend at
the theater is one less minute
we spend outside, one less
minute we spend helping a
stranger, one less minute we
spend exercising, one less
minute of life.
When students sit in class
worrying about receiving the
next text message from their

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;

friend, they lose focus (even
if for just a moment) on the
lecture. And of course, one
text leads to another and by
the end of class, our time has
been wasted in gossip.
When you come home
at night and sit in front of
the computer, listening to
music or surfing the Internet
or even writing that paper
you've been putting off, you
are choosing to shut out the
world around you. You are
choosing not to be engaged
with the people that matter to
you. You are choosing to say,
"This is more important."
Sometimes it is unavoidable. After all, technology is a
tool as much as it is a luxury.
It aids us in research and art
projects. It connects us to the
rest of the world.
liut the funny thing is, it
also divides us from that
tangible plane of existence
in which we sometimes forget we live — the rest of the
world.

We all need water to live. While
the human body can go weeks
without food, it can only go three
or four days without water. Water
is essential to human survival, but
as the world's population continues to increase, access to clean,
affordable water is unavailable
to many people in third world
nations.
Population, which has tripled in size in the 20th century
alone, combined with industrialization and urbanization,
will continue to cause a heightened demand for water and will
cause serious consequences for
the environment, human health
and agriculture.
According to the World Water
Council Web site, there is already
more waste water generated and
dispersed today than any other
time in the history of our planet.
More than one out of six people lack access to safe drinking
water (approximately 1.1 billion
people), and more than two out
of six lack adequate sanitation
(approximately 2.6 billion people), according to estimates by
the United Nations Children's
Fund (UNICEF).
With the increase in population growth, changes in lifestyles
and the need to use higher proportions of Earth's water to produce food for human consumption, water is becoming more
scarce. According to the World
Water Council, water scarcity
already affects one-third of the
total world population and that
number is increasing
But the water crisis isn't just
a human problem; it is a global
issue, affecting everything from
the smallest insect to the tallest

redwood. Everything is interconnected, and in our world,
when one element begins to
disappear, it affects all who
touch it. Water is something no
creature, big or small, can live
without. And it is up to humanity as a whole to find a solution
before the water runs dry.
As water stress continues to
rise, the world's ecosystems that
produce our freshwater resources
will evolve to slowly adapt to the
quick and brutal changes. With
this stress comes a devastating
environmental impact as ecosystems which can't adapt to the
changing environment begin
to disappear. This also affects
human health and agriculture.
Whether we admit it or not,
human survival is linked to the
survival of the Earth's various
ecosystems. Yes, we are better at
adapting to our surroundings,
but soon time will run out and
we will have no water to feed our
own livestock and produce. What
will we eat?
The current water situation
in Haiti is a good example of
what the water crisis could turn
into worldwide if something isn't
done about water scarcity. People
are boiling pasta in gutter water,
others are looting and stealing to
find one drop to survive. Either
way, the water many Haitians
are receiving isn't clean enough
for the human body. Soon, hundreds will die due to inadequate
access to water.
The United States consumes
more water than any other nation
in the world. On average, one
American citizen uses approximately 500,000 gallons of water
every year, while a woman in
Africa uses less than a half a gallon
a day. With the expected population growth, humanity isn't going
to be able to stop the water crisis,
but we can slow down our water
consumption.
To the north, the Great Lakes
are shrinking As someone who

hails from the shores of Northern
Michigan. 1 can tell you, we have
a water crisis. In 2007, the government projected that at least
36 states will face water shortages within five years because of
the combination of rising temperatures, drought, population
growth, urban sprawl, waste and
excess.
But 1 don't think it is the lack of
understanding of the crisis that is
the issue here. Americans ignore
the crisis because they don't
want to have to deal with it. I find
this the case on many environmental issues. People fail to see
the direct effect of their everyday
consumption and truly believe
they are not causing harm to the
environment.
I hear people say this isn't going
to affect my generation, so why
should I care? But what people
fail to realize is it is affecting our
generation. Right here, right now.
So, what can we do? Be conscious of what you use and how
much of it you use. Try to find
ways in your everyday life to
recycle and reduce your water
consumption. Take shorter
showers, rum off the water while
you brush your teeth, find every
possible way to reduce your use
of water. Or if you want to get
more involved, join a local water
council, write senators and legislators asking them to take the
steps to ensure our children will
have water to drink in the future.
You can also fund projects that
are tackling this issue.
The best thing you can do,
though, is educate yourself. Read
up on the issues. Spread the word.
Create a movement.
The more who realizx" and don't
ignore this growing problem, the
more we will have mobilized to
make a difference.
Respond lo Ella at
thenews@bgimvs.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people
ike you to write columns and illustrate for us
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,

call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in
210 West Hall.

Respond lo F.ric at
tlieiwivs@bgnews.coin

■ E-mail us at thenews<i>bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
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FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP MEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

KATE SNYOER. MANAGING EDITOR
BECKY TENER, CAMPUS EDITOR
ELLA FOWLER. CITY EDITOR
KRISTEN THIEBAUD.C0PY CHIEF
TAYLOR RICHTER, DESIGN EDITOR
ALAINA BUZAS, PHOTO EDITOR

ARCHIVES

SPEAK YOUR MIND

Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

KYLE SCHMIDUN, FORUM EDITOR

Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

HEATHER UNDER. PULSE EDITOR
HANNAH SPARLING.IN FOCUS EDITOR
ANDY OURIELSPECIALSECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU. WEB EDITOR
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS, MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
slidesbows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.

SEAN SHAPIRO.SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

BLOGGING
Check out the sports
bko for the latest in BG
athletics.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to me Editor" or "Guest
Column. All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view o( The BG News
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Plane diverted to
Philadelphia due
to prayer object

Texas panel to meet,
but Willingham not
on agenda

Man in custody after
firing shots at Texas
Capitol

Calif, high court
strikes down medical
pot limits

Trial begins for NYC
cops charged in sex
attack

Contract awaits
OK at Union City
Goodyear plant

PHILADELPHIA-A teenage
airplane passenger using a
Jewish prayer object caused a
misunderstanding that led the
captain to dived a Kentuckybound plane to Philadelphia and
prompted a visit from a bomb
sguad.

DALLAS (AP)-The Texas science
panel whose inquiry into a possible
wrongful execution was derailed
after a shakeup by the governor has
scheduled its first meeting since that
happened.

AUSTIN. Texas - A man fired
several shots into the air yesterday
while standing on the Texas Capitol's
south steps before throwing down
his handgun as state troopers
closed in and tackled him. the Texas
Department of Public Safety said.

SAN FRANCISCO-A unanimous
California Supreme Court yesterday
struck down a law thatiought to
impose limits on the amount of
marijuana a medical patient can
legally possess.

NEW YORK-Lawyers defending
three police officers charged in a
subway station baton sex attack case
portrayed the accuser as a scam artist
who made up the story to get money
from the city.

UNION CITY. Tenn. (AP) - A
second tentative contract between
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Cos
plant in Union City and the United
Steelworkers Union awaits ratification.

The California Supreme Court
ruled that state lawmakers were
wrong to change provisions of the
voter-approved Proposition 215 The
1996 measure allowed for patients
with a doctor's recommendation to
possess an unspecified amount of
marijuana.

In opening statements yesterday.
defense lawyer John Patton said tattoo
parlor employee Michael Mineo was not
sodomized and there was no evidence
to prove Mineo's statements that he was
attacked with a police baton in 2008.

Johnny Dyer told KYTN Radio that
negotiations following last weeks
rejection of a local contract offer
produced a new proposal.

"Once you've seen Mr Mineo. you II
find him a theatrical, posing type of
individual who's going to make a claim."
said Patton. who represents Officer
Richard Kern.

but declined to release details
except to say union voting would
be next Thursday and Friday.

A 17-year-old boy on US
Airways Express Flight 5079
from New York to Louisville
was using tefillin. a set of small
black boxes containing biblical
passages that are attached to
leather straps, said Philadelphia
police Lt Frank Vanore

8ut when it convenes Jan. 29 in
Harlingen. the Texas Forensic Science
Commission won't resume its probe
into the arson finding that led to
Cameron Todd Willingham's 2004
execution.

Nobody was wounded in the
shooting, department spokesman
Tom Vinger said. The 24-year-old
suspect from the Houston area was
taken to the Travis County Jail and
faces felony charges of deadly conduct. Vinger said. His name wasn't
immediately released.

When used in prayer, one box
is strapped to the arm while the
other box is placed on the head.

The commission's new chairman
said Thursday that the meeting
will focus on formalizing procedures. John Bradley said he will
assign pending cases, including
Willingham's, to the nine-member
panel.

"It's something that the average person is not going to see
very often, i( ever," FBI spokesman J.J. Klaver said.

Perry appointed Bradley in
September, shortly before the panel
was to review a report criticizing the
arson finding. Willingham was exe-

cars quickly appeared, and troopers
quickly surrounded the building. The
Capitol was on lockdown as officials
searched as a precaution.

The teen explained the ritual
after being questioned by crew
members ol the flight, which
had left LaGuardia Airport
around 7.50 a.m. and was operated by Chautauqua Airlines,
authorities said.

cuted for his three daughters' deaths
in a 1991 fire near Corsicana

Gov. Rick Perry was not in the
building at the time, his office said,
and many lawmakers were away
from Austin because the legislature
was not in session.

The shots rang out just after
noon, and officers with rifles quickly
swarmed the scene. More than a half
dozen Department of Public Safety

The Legislature, seeking to give
law enforcement guidance on when
to make marijuana possession
arrests, mandated in 2005 that each
patient could have a maximum of 8
ounces of dried marijuana.

Kern, who was 25 at the time, is
charged with aggravated sexual abuse
and assault. He is on trial with officers
Alex Cruz and Andrew Morales, who are
accused of covering up the attack. They
are charged with hindering prosecution
and official misconduct.

•Paul Bias (AP)

All three have pleaded not guilty.
They have been suspended from the
department and will be fired if they are
convicted.

-Jay Root (AP)

Local 878 union spokesman

Company spokesman Clint
Smith confirmed the new proposal

The rejected proposal would
have allowed 21 jobs to be
outsourced It allowed up to 10
employees with those jobs to be
offered a buyout at $5,000 per
year of service at the plant with
no cap
Smith said the 40-year-old plant
employs around 1.700 salaried and
hourly workers and approximately
500 contract employees. It has
been threatened with closure.

-Colleen Long (AP)

-KathyMatheson(AP)

Southern Calif, residents urged
to evacuate in face of storms
Numerous homes have been served evacuation orders by state authorities
By John Rog«rs
The Associated Press

LA CANADA FUNTRIDGa Calif.
— Southern California authorities strongly urged residents of
endangered foothill homes to
obey evacuation ordersThursday
as the week's fourth Pacific storm
blew into the region and flash
flood watches were expanded to
numerous urban areas including
downtown Los Angeles.
The siege of storms has led
to several deaths statewide and
flooding in urban areas and on
freeways.
Officials appeared concerned
the lack of massive debris flows
from wildfire bum areas were
misleading for residents.
"It's time to roll, it's time to
evacuate," said Los Angeles
County Public Works Director
Gail Farber.
In the upper reaches of suburban La Canada Flintridge, where
mountainsides rise sharply from
the backyards of homes, authorities put pink ribbons on the mailboxes of residents who stayed
behind so they would know
where to search in the event of a
catastrophe.
One person who didn't leave
was DelosTucker, a retired geologist who has lived in the community since the homes were built
in 1962.

"I'm just gambling it's not
going to happen," he said. "Let's
hope I'm right."
The county's extensive floodcontrol system was working, but
many of the basins designed to
catch debris-laden runoff from
fire-scarred mountains were full
and evacuations remained necessary, Farber said.
"The Los Angeles County Fire
Department is anticipating that
a significant mud flow and debris
flow is likely today," said Chief
Deputy John Tripp, announcing
that fire departments in a fivecounty region had been put on
alert that urban search and rescue teams might be needed.
The arrival of the new storm
system shut down Interstate
5 in the snowy Tehachapi
Mountains north of Los Angeles
for the second day in a row,
interrupting travel on one of
the state's major arteries.
The storm was expected to
drop 2 to 4 inches of rain in the
already drenched foothills and
mountains, with potentially
strong downpours and intense
rain rates, said National Weather
Service meteorologist Eric Boldt.
Rain was expected to taper off
by night, followed by showers on
Friday and a dry weekend.
The major area of concern has
been foothill communities along
the perimeter of the San Gabriel

Mountains, where a summer
wildfire denuded 250 square
miles of steep slopes northeast of
Los Angeles.
The number of homes under
evacuation orders has grown to
more than 1,200 since the beginning of the week. Estimates of
compliance have ranged up to 75
percent in some jurisdictions but
down to 40 percent elsewhere.
As an overnight lull gave way to
more rain at midmoming, public
works crews shoveled mud from
yards, driveways and gutters
along Ocean View Boulevard in
La Canada Flintridge. The neighborhood was otherwise all but
deserted, with newspaper and
mail deliveries cut off.
Tucker acknowledged that
with catch basins filled with
mud, water and debris, things
could become difficult. But he
said he had seen regrowth in the
fire-scarred hills and believed it
would hold soil in place.
At one point he left to bring
his wife back from a visit to their
daughter and defied a deputy
who threatened to arrest him if
he returned to his house. The
deputy didn't follow through on
the threat, and Tucker was not
upset by the incident.
"They have to play it super
safe," he said. "Obviously there is
danger of a major mudflow coming down from the canyon."
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Senator-elect Brown arrives in Washington,
looks to get to work with fellow party members
By Andrew Miga

senator's son.
The pickup truck-driving candidate who caught the imagiWASHINGTON — Sen.-elect nation of Massachusetts voters
Scott Brown came to Congress called Washington "the best place
with celebrity swagger yesterday, in the world when it comes to
attracting hordes of cameras solving problems," if the system is
while proclaiming Washington working property.
needs help because "we've sort of
He immediately went to visit
Sen. lohn McCain, R-Ariz., a
lost our way."
Still basking in the glow of staunch campaign supporter,
his stunning victory in the and also had visits scheduled
Massachusetts special Senate with Senate Minority Leader
election against Manila Coakley, Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., and
Brown said he looks forward to Massachusetts Democratic Sens,
getting to work. "I plan to look lohn Kerry and tall Kirk
Asked to say precisely what he
at every bill and make a rational
decision," said Brown, speak- hopes to accomplish here. Brown
ing to reporters outside a Senate replied, "I'm certainly not in
office building after he arrived on favor of higher taxes and cutting
Medicare half a trillion."
Capitol Hill.
Inside McCain's office. Brown
For all the hubbub, Brown said
he held great respect for Sen. said he expects to be sworn in
Edward Kennedy, the man who sometime next week.
held the seat from his election
Sunning the crush of camin 1962 until his death in August eras and reporters. Brown said.
"It's a little overwhelming seeing
from brain cancer.
"I'm stepping into shoes that you all here. I understand it will
are very, very big," Brown said calm down and we can all get to
duringameetingwith Rep. Patrick work."
He added: "People want good
Kennedy of Rhode island, the late
The Associated Press

government They want transparency, they want us to solve
problems."
McCain was Browns highestprofile supporter and the party's
champion of campaign finance
reform. Kirk has held the seat
since Kennedy died in August,
and Kern will lie Brown's partner
In policy affecting Massachusetts..
Kerry, who is recovering from .
hip replacement surgery, joked
that he wanted to compete in a
triathlon with Brown. Kerry said
he doubted that the bitter Senate
race in Massachusetts would prevent the two men from working
together.
"I look forward to having a
good, working, friendly relationship." Kern- said.
The timing of Brown's swearing-in remained in question.
While Massachusetts Secretary of
State William (ialvin sent a letter
to die Senate clerk Wednesday
declaring him the unofficial winner of the seat, senators had to
decide whether they were going
to waive a waiting period for
absentee ballot arrivals.

NOW RENTING for
FALL 2010
DELUXE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Enterprise Square Apts.
Heinz Apartments
Columbia Court Apts.
Mercer Manor
Free Internet Access

- Air Conditioning

3 Large Bedrooms

- 2 Full Baths

Dishwasher

- Garbage Disposal

Plenty of Parking

- Walking Distance to Campus

Fully Furnished Apts.

- On Site Laundry Facility

Fireplace In Many Units

- Microwaves (not available in Columbia Q)

24 Hour Maintenance

- 9 " Month or I Year Leases
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Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

I • Three Bedroom Duplexes
' • Close to campus
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• Very affordable
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FILLETING THE FALCONS

SPORTS

Log on to www.bgnewssports.com to listen to a
another edition of The BG News sports podcast
"■Filleting the Falcons: Taking a deeper look into BG
sports"
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SIDELINES

SOFTBALL
Falcons announce
schedule
BG Softball coach Shannon
Salsburg (above) announced
her team's 2010 schedule
Wednesday.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE

The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
jr favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1998- Minnesota's NHL
franchise selects the nickname Wild.'
1988—Mike Tyson TKOs
Larry Holmes in four rounds
to win the heavyweight boxing title.
1980-The PGA begins a
senior golf tour.
1967-East beats West 2010 in the NFL Pro Bowl.

The List
It will be another busy week
for BG athletics. Here are the
top five events taking place
this weekend.

1. Hoops: Women's
basketball hosts Eastern
Michigan on Saturday in

:. ilowing a i
which they went t-B i]
ey team returns to homi .-■ \
to take on the Western Mil
Broncos, a matchup bervneeal
bottom two reams in the. Central
Collegiate Hockey Association standings.
While the Broncos are coming

:ano Howling ureen raicons
are doing the* r best Impressions of the
District 5 peewee hockey team, comnonry known as the Mighty Ducks.

SMMEVMW

meet in Anderson Arena
Tavelyn lames has been the
offensive catalyst for Eastern
Michigan this year, averaging
The l!(i women's basketball team 21.3 points per game in just over
hosts Eastern Michigan in a bat- 30 minutes per game.
The only other Eagle to average
tle of Mid-American Conference
leaders Saturday at 2 p.m. in in double-digits is Cassie Schrock
who has scored 12. 5 points per
Anderson Arena.
Be. (15-4,5-0 MAC) and Eastern game and dished out a team high
Michigan (14-3, 4-1] have a com- 10B assists.
While Eastern Michigan has
bined 29 wins this season and
both stand on top of their respec- had a resurgence season, BG has
continued their impressive play
tive divisions.
While the Eagles have been that has helped them win five
impressive their 14 wins, includ- straight MAC Titles.
This season BG opened play
ing a 108-24 schellacking of
Rochester, they've also played as the MAC's invitee to the
well in their three losses, all of Women's National Invitational
Tournament, winning their first
which have come on the road.
So far Eastern Michigan's losses round game against Chicago
have come to a 1.1-5 Temple team, State before losing their next two
No. 5 Notre Dame and M A(', West at No. 3 Ohio State ad Marist.
Both schools were participants
Co-leader Toledo. Thus far the
three team's the Kagles have lost in the 2009 NCAA tournament.
Following their WNIT losses
to have a combined 10 losses.
By Stan Shapiro
Sports Editor

Tavelyn
James
s averaging 21.5
points per game for
Eastern Michigan

BG reeled off five straight victories
including a win over then unbeaten Na 16 Vanderbilt, 66-60.
BG struggled slightly to end
2009 finishingafive-game stretch
with two losses, but started the
new year with 70-57 win against
SIU Edwardsville.
Since the win on Ian. 2 BG has
pushed their 2010 record to 6-0
with five of those wins coming in
MAC play.
lust like in the past the junior
tandem of Lauren Prochaska
See WOMEN | Page 10

teams in the MAC, while the

2. Hockey: The BG
hockey team returns home for
the first time since Dec. 11 to
take on Western Michigan in
a two-game series.

3. Gymnastics: The
BG gymnastics team opens
its home schedule Sunday
against Northern Illinois in
Anderson Arena.

4. Swimming: Today
the swimming team hosts 1-75
rival Toledo in Cooper Pool.
5. Track: The track team
hosts the Jane Herrmann
Invitational today inside the
Perry Field House.

See QUACK |

MAC's two top teams to

a matchup of the top two
men's team travels to Miami.

,.
sBombay
iking an appearance
_._ tlie Ice Arena this weekend, nor
will ainent Duck and former Falcon

Men's basketball heads to Miami
for meeting with Red Hawks
By Paul Barney
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG men's basketball team
refuses to quit.
Since starting 0-2 in the
Mid-American Conference, the
Falcons have grinded out wins
against Kent State and Ohio to
even their conference record.
Each of the last two wins was
significant fora lot of reasons.
It could be the fact that the win
against the Golden flashes came
on the road, or Tuesday's win
against the Bobcats put BG in a
three-way tie for second place in
the MAC East.
Both are legitimate reasons,
but it was the way the falcons
won those last two games that
really exemplifies the type of

"If you want to compete for championships
you have to find ways to win. [Our] team is
developing a perseverance spirit. The last
two games we've been able to step it up at
the end and that's been really good to see."
Louis Orr I Men's Basketball Coach

team they arc.
On the road at Kent with 3:40
remaining in the game, BG was
able to erase a six-point deficit while stopping the Golden
flashes on six of their last seven
possessions to earn a 76-70 win.
Against the Bobcats at home
Wednesday, the Falcons overcame

i

a nine-point deficit at the half to
win 65-57, sparked by a defense
that held OU scoreless in the game's
final 3:58.
BG's offensive surge coupled
by stingy defense has allowed
MEN

I

BGNEWSFIliPHOIO

HAND OFF: The women's track team hosts Jane Hermann Invitational this weekend.

Track team to host invite
for second week in a row
with every competition there
are areas to work on," said
coach Cam! Wells. "And we
Now that the team is settled in, just want to continue to work
on the areas that we feel we
it's lime to step up.
The BG women's track and need improvement in and to
field team hosted its season continue to capitalize on our
opener last weekend and is strengths."
With the anticipation surexcited for another meet today.
BG will host the lane rounding a season opener in
Herrmann Invitational today, the past, the team is settled in
with Dayton, Youngstown and excited to perform in front
State, and IPFW scheduled to of the home crowd again this
weekend.
participate.
"This is a huge meet for us.
The Falcons are looking to
win a team title in their sec- We know that we need everyond of three home meets in body to contribute and step
Ian., coming off a fifth-place up, and really get done what
finish last weekend in the BGSU is expected of them this weekend," Wells said.
Challenge.
"The team was excited about
Last weekend the Falcons
had just one individual event the start last weekend. Having
winner, Jeanette Pettigrew in that first meet under their belts
the 60 meter dash. In five other now, they are really ready to go
events, BG secured at least a this weekend and excited about
fighting for that team title."
top-four finish.
With only four teams particiToday the team is looking to
remain strong at the top and pating today compared to ten
improve in other areas.
See TRICK | Page 10
"I was pleased with the first
meet last week, but definitely
By Brad Frank

Reporter

u
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BG tennis team
heads to Cincinnati
for tough weekend

Battle of 1-75 hits the
they race, you'd think we were
looking at upperclassmen,"
Howard said.
Although the Falcon women's
Senior
captain
Meg
swimming learn is more than Richardson has also performed
three weeks removed from its very well this year.
last competition, expect td see
Richardson continued swiman energized and well-condi- ming the 200-yard freestyle
tioned group of swimmers take this year and is currently secon Toledo tonight at S p.m. at ond fastest in the Mid-American
Cooper Pool.
Conference in the event. Earlier
The Falcons (1-3) are coming this year, Richardson also set
off a strenuous month of train- a school record in the 50-yard
ing, and assistant coach Mark freestyle.
Howard has been very pleased
The Falcons look to close out
with how hard his swimmers the remainder of their home
have been working.
schedule with a strong show"The hard work that they're ing against a good Toledo team
doing now and that they did tonight. Although Toledo is 4-0
a few months ago carries over," against MAC opponents this
Howard said. "We've never had year, Howard expects his swima team overall more fit and mers to compete well.
more in shape thati these girls
"We have kept up the hard
right now."
training this entire week,"
With only one senior on the Howard said. "We expect some
roster, theteamisstill very young, great races from (the swimmersi
but the underclassmen have and some intensity."
been swimming with intensity
The Falcons will be at
and heart. Howard is extremely Buffalo January 30 and Akron
pleased with the performance on February 5 to finish out
and maturity of the freshman the regular season before the
class in particular.
MAC Championships begin on
"By their work ethic and how February 24.
By Justin Onslow
Reporter

By Brett Wan*
Reporter

DIVING IN: 6G hosts rival Toledo today at Cooper Pool

Gymnastics opens MAC play Sunday
By C J Wation
Reporter

CHRISTINA MCGINNB

THE BG NEWS

LAUNCH: BG gymnastics will launch their MAC schedule this weekend in Anderson Arena

The BG gymnastics team is
holding its home and MidAmerican Conference opener
on Sunday at 2 pm in Anderson
Arena as they play host to
Northern Illinois in a battle of
up-and-coming programs.
BG stumbled in its first meet
at Ann Arbor against Big Ten
opponents Michigan and Iowa
falling to 0-1 on the season.
The Huskies have remained
undefeated with a record of 20 with early season victories
over Wisconsin-La Crosse and
Western Michigan.
The Falcons have had some
timetoregroupfromthejanuary
9th meet and to get ready for the
start of the MAC season.
"1 feel that it's been a great
week in terms of just getting our
athletes focused and committed to the goal of just going out
and competing aggressively,"
coach Kerrie Beach said.
In the past, the two programs
have been very comparable. At
the MAC championships last
season, the Huskies finished
ahead of the Falcons by 0.3
which shows how competitive
the two programs are.

Breanne
Guy
The gymnast is
looking to have a
strong season

"1 think that it will be an excitingmeet," Beach explained. "We
are somewhat similar programs.
We're both programs that are on
the rise in the MAC."
Starting off well In the MAC
is crucial for the Falcons.
Beach explained how winning
this meet will give the athletes
a sense of confidence that will
help them in the early part of
the season.
"I feel confident that we can
win the competition but it's
definitely going to be exciting
for our fans to watch," Beach
said. "It could be a close one."
On paper, the meet should
be interesting. Both teams are
very similar and will compete
at their highest level to come
out with a MAC victory.
"Fans are going to see two
teams that are matched up well
doing really big skills," Beach
said. "It's going to be a show for
the fans; they're really going to
love it."

B

Christine
Chiricosta

The junior has not
The Cincinnati Bearcats begin
lost a match yet this
their2009-10campaign against
the Bowling Green State
season
University Falcons tomorrow.
Cincinnati is coming off a
16 win season which saw them coached by trie loth who
win seven straight at one point has spent three years with
Coach Angela Wilson begins Xavier, and been coaching
her second season as Bearcats for 13. The Musketeers hope
head coach, and was induct- to have another good season
ed into the Cincinnati Tennis after winning 17 games in
I lall of Fame last August for her the 2008-09 campaign, and
returning four singles starl
accomplishments as a player.
Previously, the Falcons were ers and three doubles startable to defeat the Bearcats 7- ers along with co captains lill
0 last year, and their Sunday Durco and Kaitlyn Zinn.
For the Falcons, freshman
opponent. Xavier, 6-1. The
Falcons dropped their opening Maddy F.ccleston and junior
meet last weekend to Louisville, Christine Chiricosta have been
before rebounding with a win playing extremely well early
against Moreheatl Slate for in the season. Chiricosta has
their lirst dual meet win of the not lost a match yet. and pair2009-111 season.
ing with Eccleston won two
Coach Penny Dean and the doubles verdicts. Fccleston
Falcons handed the Bearcats bounced back from a singles
their only loss on the road last loss to Louisville's Kaysara
season and will face a tough Mandry by defeating Lauren
matchup in both matches this I )elaney of Morehead State and
weekend.
leading the Ireshmen to a 3-0
"Both are going to he bru- mark against the Eagles.
tally close matches," Dean said.
"We practice hard and have
"Both teams are going to he out something to build on after last
to gel us."
week," Dean said. "We believe
After facing the Bearcats, in ourselves."
Action gets underway in
BG will move on to lace
the Xavier Musketeers who Cincinnati at 4:30 p.m. on
lost their season opener Saturday (Ian. 231. and continlast weekend 7-0 at Ohio ues when the Falcons face the
State University. Xavier is Musketeers at 12:00 p.m. on

MEN

lime series 74-47. and was the
only MAC Fast team last year to
sweep the season series against
From Paqe 6
BG - posting a 67-60 win in
them to persevere in past week, Anderson Arena and squeezing
which is crucial if the Falcons out a 50-45 overtime victory in
want to win their second con MillcttHall.
Miami has won five
secutive MAC F,ast title.
"If you want to compete straight meetings in Milieu,
for championships you have with the Falcons having not
to find ways to win," coach won in Oxford since the
Louis Orr said. "|Our| team 2001-02 season.
However, BG will look to
is developing a perseverance
spirit. The last two games reverse the trend, as they
we've been able to step it up at will rely on sophomore
the end and that's been really Scott Thomas to continue
good to see."
his productivity.
The Falcons will look to carry
Thomas is averaging 21.3
their momentum into Miami points and 7.3 rebounds a
tomorrow, where they will take game the last three games,
on a Redllawks team that is shooting 50 percent from
5-12 overall and 2-2 in the MAC. the floor and connecting on
24-of-26 free throws.
Tip-off is set for 3 p.m.
"Scott is playing with more
Despite their record this
season, Miami has always and more confidence,'' Orr
played a tough game with the said. "He's had confidence
when he got here and he's
Falcons.
The RedHavvks lead the all never lost it."

PRESENTING.
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3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
$1,500.00 OFF THE RENT
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Saturday, January 23 - 2:00pm
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The BGSU-women continue their push toward a SIXTH consecutive
MAC Championship when they host the Eagles for their annual
PACK THE HOUSE DAY game.be there!

1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH

(410)353-5800
www.meccabg.com
info@meccafol-c.Qm
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FILLETING THE FALCONS

SPORT

Log on to www.bgnewssports.com lo listen to a
another edition of The BG News sports podcast
"Filleting the Falcons: Taking a deeper look into BG
sports"
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SIDELINES

SOFTBALL
Falcons announce
schedule
BG softball coach Shannon
Salsburg (above) announced
her team's 2010 schedule
Wednesday.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News spons section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Today in
Sports History
1998-Minnesota's NHL
franchise selects the nickname 'Wild.'

■■> en-;
which they wont l-ti, the BG hockev team returns to home ire tonight
to take on the Western Michigan
Broncos, a matchup between the
bottom two teams in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association stand-

ing.
While the Broncos are coming

to win the heavyweight boxing title.
1980-The PGA begins a
senior golf tour.
1967-East beats West 2010 in the NFL Pro Bowl.

The List
It will be another busy week
for BG athletics. Here are the
top five events taking place
this weekend.
1. Hoops: Women's
basketball hosts Eastern
Michigan on Saturday in

See PREVIEW!

This season, the Western Michigan
Broncos and Bowling Green Falcons
are doing their best impressions of the
District 5 peewee hockey team, commonly known as the Mighty Ducks.

HO

By Sean Shapiro

The H( i women's basketball team
hosts Eastern Michigan in a battle oi Mid American Conference
leaders Saturday at _' p.m. in
Anderson Vrena.
BG{15 I, . OMAI I and Eastern
Michigan [14-3, 4-1) have a combined 2'.) wins this season and
both stand on lopol their respective divisions.
While the Eagles have been
impressive their 14 wins, including a 108-24 schellacking of
Rochester, the) ve also played
well in their three losses, all of
which have come on the road.
So far Eastern Michigan's losses
have come (o a 13-5 rempleteam,
No. i Notre Dame and M U West
Co-leader Toledo, Thus lar the
three team's the Eagles have lost
to have a combined in losses.

I.iu'lvn lames has been the
offensive catalyst for Eastern
Michigan this year, averaging
21.3 points per game In just over
HO minutes per game.
The only other Eagle to average
in double digits is Cassie Schlock
who has seored 12. 5 points per
game and dished out a team high
Kill assists.
While Eastern Michigan has
bad a resurgence season, BG has
continued their impressive play
that has helped them win five
straight MAC Titles.
Ibis season BG opened play
as the MAC's invitee to the
Women's National Invitational
lournament. winning their first
round game against Chicago
State before losing their next two
at No. :i Ohio State ad Marist.
Both schools were participants
in the 2009 NCAA tournament.
Following their W'NIT losses

Tavelyn

ft

James
Is averaging 21.5
points per game for
Eastern Michigan

BG reeled off five straight victories
including a win over then unbeaten No. Iti Vanderbill. 66-60.
BG struggled slightly to end
2009 finishinga five-game stretch
with two losses, but started the
new year with 70-57 win against

SUl EdwardsvuTe.
Since the win on Ian. 2 BG has
pushed their 2010 record to 6-0
with five of those wins coming in
MAC; play.
lust like in the past the junior
tandem of Lauren I'rochaska
See WOMEN | Page 10

a matchup of the top two
teams in the MAC, while the
men's team travels to Miami.
2. Hockey: The BG
hockey team returns home for
the first time since Dec. 11 to
take on Western Michigan in
a two-game series.

3. Gymnastics: The
BG gymnastics team opens

Men's basketball heads to Miami
for meeting with RedHawks
'

■

The BG men's basketball team

refuses to quit.

Anderson Arena.

Since starling t) 2 in the
Mid-American Conference, the
falcons have grinded out wins
against Kent State and Ohio to
even their conference record.
Each of the last two wins was
significant for a lot of reasons,
It could be the fact thai the win
against the Golden Flashes came
on the road, or Tuesday's win
against tIn- Bobcats put li(, in a
three way lie lor second place in
the MAI fast.
Both are legitimate reasons,
but it was the way the i alcons
won those last two games dial
really exemplifies the type ol

rival Toledo in Cooper Pool.
5. Track: The track team
hosts the Jane Herrmann
Invitational today inside the
Perry Field House.

"If you want to compete for championships

:

against Northern Illinois in

the swimming team hosts 1-75

N

HAND OFF: * (e women's tract team hosts Jane Hermann Imitat rial tl

Track team to host invite
for second week in a row
By Brad Frank
Reporter
Now that the team is settled in,

it's time to step up,
The BG women's track and
field team hosted its season
opener last weekend and is

excited for another meet today.
By Paul Barney

its home schedule Sunday

4. Swimming: Today

See QUACK | Page 10

MAC's two top teams to
meet in Anderson Arena

1988-Mike Tyson TKOs
Larry Holmes in four rounds

on Saturday.
A big reason for the Falcons1
gles has been their sub-par special
teams play. Their penalty kill unit
is only killing 73.5 percent of their

may re
loii lii lei
eague standings year after year, until the
coach, Gordon Bombay, was able to
turn things around.
Unfortunatcly.llicfictiliouslinmbay
will not be making an appearance
at the Ice Arena this weekend, nor
will current Duck and former Falcon

you have to find ways to win. [Our] team is
developing a perseverance spirit. The last
two games we've been able to step it up at
the end and that's been really good to see."
Louis Otr I Men's Basketball Coach
team they are.
On the road at Kent with 3:40
remaining in the game, BG was
able to erase a six-point defic II while stopping the Golden
flashes on six of their last seven
possessions to earn a 76-70 win.
Against the Bolxals at home
Wednesday, the falcons overcame
I

a nine-point deficit at the half to
win 65-57. sparked by a defense
that beldOU scoreless in the games
final:i:.r>8.
BG's offensive surge coupled
by stingy defense has allowed
See MEN | Page 7

BG will host the lane
Herrmann Invitational today.
with Dayton, Voungslown
Slate, and ll'EW scheduled to
participate.
The Falcons are looking to
win a team title in their second of three home meets In
Ian., coming off a fifth-place
finish last weekend in the 1MISII
Challenge.
Last weekend the falcons
had just one individual event
winner, leanetle I'ettigrew in
the 60 meter dash. In five other
events, BG secured at least a
top-four finish.
Today the team is looking to
remain strong at the top and
improve in other areas.
"I was pleased with the first
meet last week, but definitely

with every competition there
are areas to work cm," said
coach Cam! Wells. "And we
just want lo continue to work
on the areas that We feel we
need Improvement in and to
continue to capitalize on our
strengths.''
With the anticipation surrounding a season opener in
the past, the team is settled in
and excited lo perform in front
of the home crowd again this
weekend.
"This is a huge meet for us.
We know thai we nivel every
body to contribute and step
up, and really gel done what
is expected of them this week
end," Wells said.
The team was excited about
the start last weekend. I laving
that first meet under their belts
now, they are really ready to go
t his weekend and excited about
fighting for that team title."
With onl\ loin teams participating today compared lo ten
See TRICK | Pacj,' 10

t

SPORTS
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Battle of 1-75 hits the
By Justin Onslow
Reporter
Although the Falcon women's
swimming team is more than
three weeks removed from its
last competition, expect to see
an energized and well-conditioned K1"11!' of swimmers take
on Toledo tonight at ."> p.m. at
Cooper Pool.
The Falcons (1-31 arc cnniint;
<>tl a strenuous month of training, and assistant coach Mark
I toward has been very pleased
with how hard his swimmers

have been working.
"The bard work that they're
doing now and that they did
a few months ago tarries over.''
Howard slid. "We've never had
a team overall more lit and
more in shape than these girls
right now."
With only one senior on the
roster, the team is still veryyoungi
hut the underclassmen have
been swimming with intensity
and heart. Howard is extremely
pleased with the performance
and maturity of the freshman
class in particular.
"By their work ethic and how

. ;oio7

BG tennis team
heads to Cincinnati
for tough weekend

ill

they race, you'd think we were
looking at upperclassmen,"
I Inward said.
Senior
captain
Meg
Richardson has also performed
very well this year.
Richardson continued swimming the 200-yard freestyle
this year and is currently second fastest in the Mid-American
Conference in the event. Earlier
this year. Richardson also set
a school record in the 50-yard
freestyle.
The Falcons look to close out
the remainder of their home
schedule with a strong showing against a good Toledo team
tonight. Although Toledo is 4-0
against MAC opponents this
year. Howard expects his swimmers to compete well.
"We have kept up the hard
training this entire week,'"
I loward said. "We expect some
great races from [the Swimmers]
and some intensity."
The Falcons will be at
Buffalo lanuary 30 and Akron
on February 5 to finish out
the regular season before the
MAC Championships begin on
DIVING IN: BG hosts rival Toledo today at Cooper Pool
February 24.

By Brett Wane

Gymnastics opens MAC play Sunday
By C J Watson
Reporter

CHRISNNAMCGINNIS

•"£66N[WS

LAUNCH: BG gymnastics v II launch tlieir MAC schedule this weekend in Anderson Arena

The B(i gymnastics team is
holding its home and MidAmerican Conference opener
on Sunday at 2 pm in Anderson
Arena as they play host to
Northern Illinois in a battle of
up-and-coming programs.
BG stumbled in its first meet
at Ann Arbor against Big Ten
opponents Michigan and Iowa
falling to 0-1 on the season.
The Huskies have remained
undefeated with a record of 20 with early season victories
over Wisconsin-Fa Crosse and
Western Michigan.
The Falcons have had some
timetorcgroupfromthelanuary
9th meet and to get ready for the
start of the MAC: season.
"I feel that it's been a great
week in terms of just getting OUT
athletes focused and committed to the goal of just going out
and competing aggressively."
coach Kerrie Beach said.
In the past, the two programs
have been very comparable. At
the MAC championships last
season, the Huskies finished
ahead of the Falcons by 0.3
which shows how competitive
the two programs are.

Breanne

Guy
The gymnast is
looking to have a
strong season

"I think that ii will he an excil
ingmeet," Beach explained. "We
are somewhat similar programs.
We're both programs that are on
the rise in the M \i
Starting off well in the MAC
is crucial for the Falcons.
Beach explained how winning
this meet will give the athletes
a sense of confidence that will
help them in the early part ol
the season.
"I feel confident that we can
win the competition hut it's
definitely going to he exciting
for our fans to watch. Beach
said. "It could he a close one
On paper, the meet should
be interesting. Both teams are
very similar and will compete
at their highest level to come
out with a MAC victory.
"Fans are going lo see tun
teams that are matched up well
doing reall) big skills," Beach
said. "It's going to he a show for
the fans; they're reall) going to
love it."

The Cincinnati Bearcats begin
their2009-IOcampaign against
the Bowling Green Slate
University Falcons tomorrow.
Cincinnati is coming off a
Mi win season which saw them
win seven straight at one point.
Coach Angela Wilson begins
her second season as Bearcats
head coach, and was inducted into the Cincinnati lennis
Hall of lame last August for her
accomplishments as a player.
Previously, the Falcons were
able in defeat the Bearcats 7II last year, and tlieir Sunda)
opponent, Xavier, 6-1. I he
I afc ons dropped theit opening
meet last weekend to Louisville,
before rebounding with a win
against Morehead stale for
theit first dual meet win of the
2ii(i|i 10 season.
Coach IVnm Dean and the
Falcons handed the Bearcats
their onlj loss on the road last
season and will face a tough
matchup in both mati lies this
weekend.
"Both are going to be brutal!) close mati Ins Dean said.
"Both teams are going to be out
to get US."
After lacing the Bearcats,
BG will move on to face
the Xavier Musketeers who
losl their season opener
last weekend 7-0 at Ohio
State University. Xavier is

MEN
From Page 6
them to persevere in pasl week.
which is crucial if the Falcons
want to win their second ion
secutive MAC East title,
"If you want lo compete
for championships you have
to find ways to win." coach
Louis On said. "|Our| team
is developing a perseverance
spun. I he lasi two games
we've been able to step it up at
the end and that's been really
good to see.
Hie Falcons will look to carry
their momentum into Miami
tomorrow, where they will take
on a Bed I lawks team thai is
5 12 overall and 2-2 in the MAI
Tip-off is set for 3 p.m.
Despite their record this
season. Miami has always
played a tough game with the

I alcons,
The Red I lawks lead the all-

Christine
Chiricosta
hi
or has not
ost II • itel ,et this

season
coached by Eric Toth who
has spent three years with
Xavier, and been coai lung
for I ). I he Musketeers hope
to have another good season
after winning 17 games in

the 2008 09 campaign, and
returning four singles start
ers and three doubles start
ers along vt ithco captains lili
Durcoand Kaitlyn /inn.
I in the I ah mis. freshman
Madih lei lesion and junior
I Inistine Chiricosta have been
playing extremely well earl)
in the season.Chiricosta has
not losl a match yet, and pair
ing with Eccleston won two
doubles
verdicts. Eccleston
bounced back from a singles
loss io Louisville's Kaysara
Mandrv In defeating Lauren
l)clane\ ol Morehead State and
leading tin- freshmen lo a 3-0
mark against the Eagles.
"We practii e hard and have
something to build on alter last
week. Dean said. "We believe
in ourselves."
Action gels underway in
Cincinnati at 4:30 p.m. on
Saturday Ian. 23), and continues when the falcons lace the
Musketeers at 12:110 p.m. on

time series 74-47, and was the
only.VI \c East team last yeai to
sweep the season series against
BG - posting a 67-60 win in
Anderson Arena and squeezing
out a 50 45 overtime victory in
Milieu Half
Miami has won five
straight meetings in Milieu.
with the Falcons having nol
won in Oxford since the
2001 02 season.
However, BG will look to
revels,- ili,. trend, as they
will rel) mi sophomore
Scott ITiotnas to continue
his productivity.
Thomas is averaging 21.3
points and 7.3 rebounds a
game the last three games,
shooting 3(1 percent from
the floor and connecting on
21-of L'd free throws
"Scott is playing with more
and more confidence,' (In
said. Ties had confidence
when he got here and lie's
never lost it."

PRESENTING.
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allowing a seven-game
which they ivent l-ti, the BG hockc\ team returns to home ire tonight
to take on the Western Michigan
Broncos, a matchup between the
bottom two teams in the Central
Collegiate Hocke) Association standing.
While the Broncos are coming

i News sports
has a Twitter feed. B<
to logon while your'
■

in-game upd
www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

Sports History
1998.
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name Wild

By Son Sh.ipi'O

Larry Holmes in four rounds
e heavyweight box-

1980-

PGA begins a

I he 111

hosts I..
tic ol Mid \ni
leaders

Iii a bat
li n in e

\llili : -i

: lit tour

1967—t tst beats West 2010

HI

the NFL Pro Bowl.

The List
It will be another busy week
tthletks. Here are the
top five events taking place
this weekend.

1. Hoops: .'.
• 'em
Michigan on Satur,!
■ nup of the top two

I

COW-".
This season, the Western Michigan
Broncos and Bowling Green Falcons
are doing their best impressions of the
District 5 peewee hockey team, com
monly known as the Mighty Ducks.

See PREVIEW I Page 10

hivel) n lames has been the

1988—Mike Tyson TKOs
;

BEN
TRUMPOWER

bottom tee,lei- of their leagm
ingS year alter year, until i :
coach, Gordon Bomba\ v; able to
turn things around.
llnfbrUitiatcly.iheficliiiousllnnihav
will not be making an appea
at the Ice Arena this weekend, not
will current Duck and fbnnei I

'■'

him ii HI and
both sen
tivi
While tin I
■ been
impn •■- ■ i teii 11
ing ,i loo M sclli
Km he-ii i the) ve alsi
wi
Inssi* ill ol
which I
i asiernMii I
have mi - ■
No. i \.
t n leadi r 'lol
lime
to

II.IM-.I

i oiiiliineil I'l in

nltensiu' catalyst lot I astern
\lii higan this year, averaging
.'I I points pei game in just over
inutespci game,
I lleoill) olliei I agle In average
indouble digits is (lassie St hrock
who has si meil 12. !i points per
game and dished out a learn high
l()B assists.
\\ hile I astern Michigan lias
had a resiirgeiK e season. IK , has
i iiniiniieil their impressive play
that has helped (hem will five
straight MAI Titles
I Ins season Bt i opened plaj
as the MAC'S invitee to the
Women's National Invitational
Innin.iinriii winning theii first
round game against Chicago
State before losing their next two
.ii \'o. II Urn si. in -."I Marist.
Hotli schools were participants
in the 2009 \t \ \ tournament.
following theii WNII losses

f

Tavelyn
James
points per game for

higan

l«, reeled ofl five straight victories
including a win over then unbeal
en No. IliVaiielerbili.iib GO
lit. snuggled slight!) 10 end
2009finishingafivc game stretch
with two losses, Inn started the
new year with 70-57 win against
Sill Edwardsville.
Since then in on Ian. _' BG has
pushed their 2010 record to 6-0
with fiveol those wins coining in
MAC play.
lust like ill the past the junior
tandem ol I auren Prochaska
WOMEN

HAND OFF:

Track team to host invite
for second week in a row

teams in the MAC. while the
men's team travels to Miami.
2. Hockey:

BG

hockey team returns home for
jnce Dec. 11 to
take on'.'.

' higanin

Men's basketball heads to Miami
or meeting with RedHawks

atwo-gai

3. Gymnastics: The

By Paul Bun, ,

BG gymnastics team opens
its home schedule Sunday
• Northern Illinois in
• son Arena.

4. Swimming:
■ ;

lean 'iosts 175

rival Toledo in Cooper Pool

5. Track: ; he track team
the Jane Herrmann
■nal today inside the
. f eld House.

See QUACK

AC's two top teams to
meet in Anderson Arena

Today in

■

off of a bye week the I I ns were
most recently swept at the hands of
Northern Michigan, losing 6-0 last
l-'i iday, and then falling in a shootout
on Saturday.
A big reason for the Falcons struggles has been their sub-par special
teams play. Their penalty kill unit
is only killing 73.fi percent of their

I In- Bl I men - iKiskclball team
refuses to quit.
-I,II

ill

I)

in

the

Mnl \inei ii in ' - mil rein e, the
falcon
against
even then i oiiferem e rei ird.
ol the lasi two •.IIIS was
signifii ant loi ;i lol ol re tsons
ii could be the tact that the win
against ihe Golden I lashes< ame
on the road
- win
against the II
three wa\ lie
plat e in
the MAI l,i-i
Both
tiiile re.isons,
Inn n was the way tin I alcons
won those lasi two games thai
reall) exemplifies tin type ol

"If you want to compete for championships
you have to find ways to win. [Our] team is
developing a perseverance spirit. The last
two games we've been able to step it up at
the end and that's been really good to see."

team the) are
On the road at Keni with 3:40
remaining in the game. BG was
able In erase a six point deficit while slopping ihe Golden
I lashes on si\ of their lasi seven
possessions to earn a 76-70 win.
Against the Bobcats al home
Wednesday, the Falcons overcame

a nine-point deficit at the hall to
win 65-57, sparked In a defense
lliat held! III scoreless in ihe game's
final3:58.
lids offensive surge coupled
by stingy defense has allowed

By Brad Frank

Now that the team is settled in,
it's time to step up.
I he lit i women's trai k and
field team hosted its season
openei lasi weekend and is
excited foi anothei meet today.
lit, will host the lane
Herrmann Invitational today,
with Dayton, Youngstown
Slate and 111 W scheduled to
participate.
I he I ali mis arc looking to
win a team title in their sec
ond ol three home meets in
I,in., coming oil a lilth place
finish last weekend in the BGSU
Challenge.
Last weekend the Falcons
had just one individual event
winner. Icanellc 1'etligiew in

the 60 meter dash. In fiveotlici
events, Hii secured at leasi a
[op tour finish.
loilav the team is looking to
remain strong al the lop and

improve in other areas.
MEN

"I was pleased with the firsl
meet lasi week, but definite!)

with ever) c petition there
arc areas I
rl on said
coat h i .urn Wi lls
\inl we
just w.int in continue to work
on ihe areas dial vie feel we
need improvement in and to
continue lo capitalize on our
strengths."
Wild the atllii ipation sin
rounding ,i season openei in
the past ihe team i- settled in
.mil CXI lleil lo pell

ol the home

I in from

n this

weekend.

I his i- a liner meel loi us.
We know ih.n ive need ever)
lioiK in i nun ihiiie and step
tip, and really gel done what
is expected ol iheni ihis week
end,' Wells said
I In- team was excited alioui
the start last weekend. I laving
that liisl meet undci llicil hells
now. the) are reall) reaiF
Ihis weekend and exi ileil about
lighting I'm thai team title.'
\\ nh onh lout teams parlii i
paling toil.n i ompared lo leu
TRICK

SPORTS
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BG tennis team

Battle of 1-75 hits the DOOI
By Justin Onslow

Allhnugh ill.- l-alcon women's
swimming u-.im is more than
three ivti'ks removed from iilasi i ompcliiion, expo i 10 see
.in energized and well condi
lioned group ol swimmers lake
on lolcdo Kinighl m . p.m. al
( OOpei Pool
I he I alcons [I i are coming
nil a strenuous month ol train
iii!!. and assistanl coai li Mark
Howard has been verj pleased
with how hard liis swimmers
have In'en working
" I he hard work thai they're
doing now .mil that thej did
.1 lew months ago i arries over."
Howard - lid. "We've never had
.1 Irani overall more lit and
more in shape than these girls
righl now,
Wuli onl\ one senior on the
rosier,!hi leamisstillven young,
luu the underclassmen have
been s\\ iinming with intensity
.mil heart. I Inward i- extreme!)
pleas* d with the performance
and maturity ol the freshman
i lass in partii ul.ii
"H\ then wink ethii and how

the) race, you'd think we were
looking ai
upperclassmen,"
I toward said.
Senior
captain
Meg
Richardson has also performed
nil well this year.
Richardson continued swim
ming the 200-yard freestyle
ihis year and is currentlj sec
ond fastest in the Mid-American
i onference in the event. I arliet
ihis year, Richardson also sel
a school record in the 50 yard
freestyle.
Hi)' I alums look in close nut
ihc remaindci ol theii home
schedule with a strong show
ing against a good Toledo team
tonight. Allhnugh roledo is i n
against MAC opponents ihis
year, Howard expects his swim
mers to compete well.
'Wc have kepi up the hard
training ihis entire week,'
Howard said. "We expect some
greal rai esfrom Ithe swimmersl
and some intensity."
rhc
I ale oils will be al
Buffalo lanuary 30 .mil \kron
on I I'hrnaiA 5 to finish out
the regular season before the
MAI Championships begin on
DIVING IN:
February 24.

neads to Cincinnati
or tough weekend
By Brett Want-

I he( mi moat: Bean
iheii.'OO'i lOi ampai
the Bowlii
Stall
University Falcons tomorrow.
i mi innat
in
..li a
Ifi win season which saw them
win seven straight al oni
1 Dili li \ngelil V. ilstin begins
liei sei ond season as Heart uts
head i oai li and was indui i
eii into the ( incinnati tennis

*-^^
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I he lie; gymnastics team is
holding ils home and MidAmerican Conference openci
mi Sunday al 2 pm in Anderson
Arena as they play host to
Northern Illinois in a battle of
up-and-coming programs,
BG stumbled in iis tiisi mcei
al Ann Arbor against Ifig leu
opponents Michigan and Iowa
falling to 0-1 on i lie season.
The Huskies have remained
undefeated with a record ol '.'.

II with early season victories

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

.
In li.e.

ii ihli
nd theii

Breanne
Guy

LAUNCH

.

'

■

By CJ Watson
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Gymnastics opens MAC play Sunday

v

Christine
Chiricosta

Over Wisconsin I a Crosse and
Western Michigan.
The Falcons have had some
timetoregroupfromthelanuar)
9th meet and togei read) ton hi'
start ol ih)' MACseason.
"I feel thai it's been a greal
week in terms of just getting our
athletes focused ami commit
ted in the goal of jusi going oui
and competing aggressively,
coach Kerrie Beach said.
In the pasi. the two programs
have been very comparable. \i
the MAC championships last
season, the Huskies finished
ahead of the Falcons by 0.3
which shows hou competitive
the two programs are,

•
■

[re

"I think that ii will be an exi ii
ingmcet/'Beachexplained "We
are somewhat similai programs.
We're both programs thai .neon
the rise in theM \(
Marling oil well in the \l \l
is crucial lor the I.ikons.
Beat Ii explained how winning
ihis mi i-i will give the athletes
a sense ol confidence thai \\ ill
help them in the earl) pan ol
the season.
I feel i onfideni thai
»in the competition bin n s
definitely going to be exciting
tin oui I,ins in watch, Beach
said li i HUM lie ,i i losi
i In paper, the inei'i should
he interesting. Both teams are
verj similar and will I ompete
ai theii highesl level in i nine
out with a M \i i ietory.
"Fans are going in see two
ieainsih.il are matched up well
doing really liig skills. Beai h
said. "It's going to bra show foi
the fans: the) re reall) going to
love II

theii on
i
m.ili hi,
nd.

I

■

tall) i lose iii' II
"Both ■
rt us
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I
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PRESENTING.

HILLSDALE
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
$1,500.00 OFF THE RENT
ON 12 MONTH LEASES!!!!
'" You MUST bring this add into our office at the time
of signing the RESERVATION AGREEMENT for this
promotion to be honored.

• On BGSU Shuttle Route
• Up To 5 People at NO Extra Charge
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
LIMITED TIME REMAINING!!
$800.00 Market Rate
$675.00 With Discount
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
(419)353-5800
www.meccabq.com
i nlo(5imecca bg.com

MECCA
Management Inc.

FALCONS vs. Eastern Michigan
Saturday, January 23 - 2:00pm
ANDERSON ARENA
The BGSU women continue their push toward a SIXTH consecutive
MAC Championship when they host the Eagles for their annual
PACK THE HOUSE DAY game be there!

•BBSU STUDENTS FREE
WITH'STUffElfTI.n.

JLA

Senior Portraits February 1,2 & 3!
^\ Schedule your appointment now at t
'*
www.myseniorportrait.com
*

THE PULSE

Get more Pulse at the

CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
See what Pulse bloggers have to say
about current entertainment trends at
wvAv.bgviews.com.
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A farewell feast
for the late king
"COUPLES RETREAT" Jan 22

of late night

THE UNIVERSITY
i

Student organizations provide free
entertainment in tough economic times

Jan31.Feb2.5:'
BASTERDS'

Story by Zach Gat* | Reporter

With the tight state of the economy and most
students' finances, finding ways to save money
are crucial. The University Activities Organization
(UAO) is here to lend a helping hand.
UAO hosts free movie nights at the Union
Theater throughout the semester. The Theater
on the second floor of the Union will be showing several popular films including "New Moon,"
"Where the Wild Things Are," "Julie and Julia" and
more.
On various Sunday, Tuesday and Friday nights,
students are invited to view the free films at 9:30
p.m. with the doors opening at 9 p.m.
According to UAO Director of Series Natalie
Jovich, an average of 30-50 students attend each
showing. Junior David Giannetto said he attended
only one movie in the Union Theater in his three
years at the University. Giannetto attributed the
low student turnout to promotion problems.
"Just try to get word out a little," Giannetto said.
"|The UAO should] put up more advertisements."
Junior Francesca Cunningham supports this
suggestion, as she has never attended a movie
at the union theater. She also stated that UAO
should post more flyers throughout campus to

The men who have impacted my
life are as varied as the phases
1 went through in high school
(the Capri pants and tall sock
phase was by far the worst). My
dad taught me not to take people's crap; my fianc^ taught me
that people really can be perverted all the time; Reggie Miller
taught me to feign injuries to get
what 1 want.
I learned to take on the man
when Jimmy Stewart went to
Washington, and I learned how
to forgive and forget when Harry
Potter named his son Severus.
But the best lesson I ever
learned was to laugh at myself
(at least as much as I laugh at ■
others). 1 owe this education to
one giant, fiery-haired, spaghetti noodle of a man — Mr. Conan
O'Brien.
To honor the funny man
turned corporate punching bag,
I've compiled a menu of all of my
favorite Conan-inspired things.
Consider it a menu to be enjoyed
at the funeral of late night.

Feb 14,16". 19: "UGLY TRUTH-

uin' Lip Some Conan

In the Year 3000
Island Dressing:

Ma'21'»

In the year 3000, this dressing
will still look like the gaggedup combo of mayo, ketchup,
Tobasco sauce and pickles that
it is made of.

The Max Weinburg
Special:
Just try eating a chicken breast
or Heinz's spotted dick without
feeling awkward.

THINGS ARE"

See MOVIES | Page 9

Triumph the Insult
Corn Dog:
Making inappropriate comments to women becomes
much easier while chomping on
an apropos prop.

Conando Supreme:
Current Movies Playing
"Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince"
"Terminator Salvation'
"Inglorious Basterds"
"The Hangover"
"Public Enemies"
Julie and Julia"

AW

JM»

Todo es mejor en espanol. Baile"
con el pepino. iVea?

Masturbating bear
claws:

Perfect for those
times you just
wanttoenjoya
little solo
satisfaction.

Apr 25,27.29: "MEN WHO STARE AT GOATS"

Current Movies Playing

> "The Cove"
>
>
>
>

Movies at the Union Theater
(All Movies Start at 9:J0p.m.)

"Taking Woodstock"
"Finding Forrester"
"Jerry Maguire"
"We Are Marshall"

"DEPICTS A UAO SPONSORED MOVIE EVENT
BEGINNING AT 8 50 P.M. IN THE UNION
THEATER LOBBY

PHOTO lUUSTHATWH KAM SCHHSWHl1 TOE BG N

Hughes Brothers open a new
chapter of success with 'Eli'
Rat ad: R, for intense
language, and brutal
violence.
Runtime: 118 min.

STARS OM 'GLEE-: Hit TV show 'Glee' will feature episodes with celebrities Jennifer Lopez, Neil
Patrick Harris and 'Wicked' star Idina Menzel when
it returns in the spring. Creator Ryan Murphy has
plans to turn J.Lo into a "Susan Boyle type."

"Trw is warf A confident crowd explodes
after a whispering interlude during the
first minutes of (he third effort from 50
Seconds To Mars.
The band, fronted by universaly known

JERSEY' LOVE ENDS: MTV's latest reality
craze Jersey Shore' came to an end last night with
a finale and reunion show. In addition to hair gel
and drama, the finale featured a "Twitter Tracker"
to track the show's notable Twitter buzz.

Jared Leto (famous for roles in the movies
"Requiem For A Dream." "Panic Room"
and "Fight Quo") has been busy building
an army in the more than five years it has

Starring: Denzel
Washington, Gary
Oldman

been since their last record. Anticipation
could either become the band's greatest
friend or biggest enemy.
"This Is War"«far different from their

Directed by: Hughes
Brothers

ONLINE: Devour more fecipes and tun
at www bgviewsnetwofk.com/foocl.

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

ALBUM
REVIEW
WHAT MATT LIASSE THINKS:

L.tt.r Grade: B

*

wildly popular "A Beautiful Lie," but the

"THISISWAR"

key elements of that the band has become

■ Artist Name | JO Stconds to Man

known for are sti prevalent

■ Grade |B-

WWWIM06C0M

SPICE HITS THE STAGE: The Spice Girls will
soon be hitting the Broadway stage in a musical
based on their songs. 'Viva Forever' will be produced by 'Mama Mia!' creator Judy Cramer, the
Spice Girls and American Idol' creator and Spice
Girls' former manager Simon Fuller.

See MARS | Page9

TONIGHT IN BG
Aaron VaWiviez at Dave's
Local experimental rocker Aaron Valdiviez
will take the stage at Grumpy Dave's Pub
tonight. Doors are set to open at 9 p.m.
for the 18 and over show and tickets will
be $3 for 21 and over and S4 for 18-21.

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

TOMORROW NIGHT IN TOLEDO

Deadman performs at Headliner's

Richard Marx Joins the Toledo Symphony

Canadian rock band Theory of a Deadman, known

Grammy award-winning Richard Marx will perform his greatest
hits on the Stranahan Theater in Toledo tomorrow night The
famous singer/songwriter/producer will perform his songs with
the Toledo symphony at 8 pm. Check the Stranahan's Web site,
wwwitranahantheater.com. for ticket prices and information.

for their single Not Meant to Be', will be headlining a
show at Headlined in Toledo tonight Doors open at
7 p.m. with Pennsylvania rockers Halestorm, tickets
are $20 on Ticketmaster.

THEY SAID IT
"I'm clearly not ugly."
-Megan Fox

N VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS. UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Sheen and wife expected at court hearing
ASPEN, Colo. (AP) — Charlie
Sheen and his wife, Brooke, are
expected to be at a court hearing
Wednesdayinthe Colorado resort
town of Aspen, where they'll
appear together for the first time
since Christmas.
Sheen'sattomeywillaskajudge
to throw out or revise a protection
order that prevents Sheen and his
wife from contacting each other.

Such protection orders are standard in cases of alleged domestic
violence.
Prosecutors are opposing
Sheen's request.
Authorities arrested Sheen
Christmas Day on suspicion of
felony menacing, second-degree
assault, and criminal mischief.
Brooke Sheen told police he
put a knife to her throat and

ELI

Charlie Sheen
After suspicion of
assault. Sheen is
banned from
contacting his wife.

threatened to kill her.
Sheen denies threatening his
wife, and attorneys for the couple

Brooke Sheen
Despite turning
Sheen into police,
reports say Brooke
wants reconciliation.

say they want to try to reconcile.
The 44-year-old actor stars in
"Two and a Half Men' on CBS.

Cleveland Orchestra and
musicians reach labor deal

From Page 8

After contracts expired in August, musicians were
waiting on renegotiations to secure their jobs

LdU)
WWW.IM0B.COM

ByJo.hWh.th.rholt
Pulse Reviewer

It has been almost a decade
since the Hughes brothers, Albert and Allen, made
a film, but last weekend they
returned to Hollywood with
their new post-apocalyptic
epic, "The Book of Eli" featuring Denzel Washington and
GaryOldman.
Eli, played by Washington,
is living in a world 30 years
after a great "flash," which can
be assumed was a nuclear war
that decimated the land and
made water incredibly scarce,
blinding some and making
everyone else constantly wear
shades when outdoors.
Eli is in possession of the last
King James Bible in the world
that he keeps close to him at all
times and will not allow anyone else to even touch. He is on
a personal mission to walk west
in pursuit of asafe haven for his
precious book. On the way he
will make rapists, thieves and
murderers sorry they crossed
his machete-wielding, shotgun-blasting path, providing
a nice bit of action, gore and
justice to the film.

Carnegie, played by a devilish Oldman, runs a town that
Eli wanders through and is in
his own pursuit of a Bible to
earn the hearts and minds of
his people in order to more
fully control them.
The plot of the movie is simple but compelling, and while it
borrows some themes and ideas
from other mows, it comes out
looking pretty good. The stark
contrasts of the film, giving it a
brown and gray quality, really
lend a lot of style to the movie,
making the audience feel as
though they too were in the middle of a nuclear wasteland where
the sun blinds and marauders
run wild.
Whether you see it in the theater or wait for the DVD, "The
Book of Eli" is worth shelling
out a few bucks to see. Visually
it is pretty cool, Washington and
Oldman are great in their roles
as respective badasses, and even
with the obvious religious overtones, the film isn't as preachy
as one would think. Its fast pace
and interesting ending twist
make for a good movie-going
experience and another one in
the win column for the Hughes
brothers, Denzel and Oldman.

CLEVELAND (API
I he
Cleveland Orchestra and the
union representing its musicians have tentatively agreed
on a new labor deal, ending a
brief strike.
Howard Landau, a spokesman for the musicians, said the
agreement was reached early
Tuesday. No more details were
released.
Landau said the agreement
needs to be ratified by musicians and the orchestra board.

A message seeking comment
was left for the orchestra.
It wasn't immediately clear
whether performancesplanned
in Miami, Fl. and at Indiana
University would go on.
The Cleveland Federation
of Musicians, Local four of
the American Federation
of Musicians, went on strike
for the first time in 30 years
Sunday over a pay impasse.
The contract expired at the end
of August.
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Where they start, they cannot stop, speaking
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

shifting from sensual murmurs to louder waits,

MARS
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ending usually after a cameo from the war-ndden crowd The reported guest spot for Kanye

PRIZESUDOKUXDN

West on "Hurncane" was withheld from the
final cut. which is a shame, because it would ve
offered something new

of course of the theatrical and dramatic effects

But still, the only statement that can be made

found on "Thrs Is War." The "experimental"

about this album is that it is epic. "This Is War'

album features a seductive French voice in the

is chalked full of threatening lyrics and long

backgrounds of "Nighl Of The Hunter," a falcon

interludes. Listening to the album from the

screeching in the beginning of "Kings And

earphones connected to an iPod will nol do it

Queens and keyboard and computer-generated

justice Seeing the album Irve onstage would

effects dripjwx) on almost every track

make it more at home. Nonetheless, this afcum

Not to mention, the roaring crowd continues

shows musical growth, and with most of the

throughout the entire selection, making it sound

songs being between five and six rrwiutes. the

at times IAe a live album

sing-along fun lingers.

The fact that every song has the same arrange-

The best tunes are kept at the front of the

ment is hard to ignore as we* startng off soft,

album, though, and after the first nine tracks

throwing in some boisterous drums. Lew's vocals

conclude, the album becomes a snooze

MOVIES
From Paqe 8

get more students involved.
UAO has posted movie posters each semester advertising
the showings, and they arc
currently using Facebook and
classified ads in The BG News
to advertise.
Other than the popular
price tag, movie nights in the
Union Theater attract students
by being able to show popular films that have yet to be
released on DVD.
"UAO goes through a film
company called Swank Inc.
that works with universities all
over the nation," lovich said.
"Some of the movie rights artreleased to Swank prior to the
DVD release date, and then
UAO has the advantage to follow suit and buys the rights to
the movie."
Films shown at the Union
Theater are selected by the
Series Programming Team,
within UAO. They take suggestions from students, but

according to lovich, they
are not always able to honor
the requests due to budget
restraints.
"Movie titles for the current
semester are decided at the end
of the semester prior." lovich
said, "and any suggestions
for a future semester's movie
showing would be wonderful
to take into consideration."
The free entertainment does
not stop with UAO movies
either. The University also provides entertainment for students who don't want to leave
their rooms. The Resident
Student Association (RSA)
provides on-campus students
with two movie channels via
Residence Hall cable that air
movies continually.
Channel 96 airs movies that
have recently been released
on DVD while channel 97 airs
older, but still popular films.
Students can view the movie
schedule and suggest movies
to be aired at the USA Web
site under the student life and
organizations page on the
University's Web site.

^

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*290.00/mo.^

SEE WHAT

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM
HAS TO OFFER

* Fully Furnished
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

^

BL0GS I PHOTOS I VIDEOS I MORE

Experience the Student Life!

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 3010*

Hlllsdale Apartments, all of the amenities of home.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,
Buff Apts, Ridge Manor

On BG8U Shuttle Route
Up To 5 People at NO Extra Charge
Dishwasher Garbage Disposal
Full Basements With Washer & Dryer
Patios & Grassy Areas Great for Corn Holel
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
Ample & Well Light Parking with Carports

Offered By:
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH

(419) 353-5800
lnfo@meccabn.com
www.meccabg.com

Also ask about our rental rates at:
Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.
44 S E. Wooster
Bowline) Grppn. OH
43402
419V,20717

. 841-5055

866-8655 I
' 874-6455

'■■■14® mtssraiucoa

•**"TS
k

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www qrppnbnarrent.iK corn

Senior Portraits February 1.2 & 3!
-\ Schedule your appointment now at tt.
'*
www.myseniorportrait.com
'*
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perhaps as they did two years
ago in a game that resulted in
numerous highlights that can be
From Page 6
found on Youtube.
Dan Sexton. Instead, the young
On Ian. 18, 2008. the Falcons
Falcon team comprised of and Broncos faced off in a game
mostly underclassmen, includ- that 1 will never forget. Bowing
ing 10 freshmen are left to take Green had just scored a second
their humps and bruises as they empty net goal to move ahead 4develop in front of all of 1. With just 12 seconds remainour eyes.
ing an epic fight.
The truth is, Bowling Green is
Blood, sweat and hockey gear
2-13-3-2 in the CCHA this sea- covered the ice and left most
son, with 11 points. The Falcons fans in attendance with their
could be worse though. Western jaws on the floor in disbelief of
Michigan is just 2-11-3-1 this what they had just witnessed.
season in conference play with
Once the referees convened,
just 10 points. In fact, if you all 10 skaters on the ice were
combined each teams points, disqualified. Among those
they would still be in last place receiving majors for fighting
in the CCHA.
and game disqualification's
Believe it or not, the Falcons were current Falcon captain
actually have a lot in common Kyle Page, alternate captain
with District ">. II Scott Hamilton Tommy Dee, and Brian Moore.
and other donors hadn't gener- The fight resulted in a comously opened their checkbooks bined 207 minutes in penalties.
like Mr. Ducksworth did in the BG finished with 87 minutes on
movie. Falcon fans would prob- 16 penalties, while the Broncos
ably have to settle for watching finished with 120 minutes on
the Mighty Ducks trilogy this 23 penalties.
weekend to get their hockey fix.
While I don't advocate the
Fortunately, we have two oppor- violence that took place that
tunities to watch the Falcons evening, I urge you to make
this weekend.
your way to the Ice Arena this
When the Falcons host the weekend because you never
Broncos this weekend, both know what could happen in
teams' records will be irrelevant. this battle of the bottom of
They will be sure to entertain. the CCHA.

PREVIEW

From Page 6

opportunities on the year, which
is 11th out of 12 teams in the
CCHA. Adding to that problem is
that BG averages the fourth most
penalty minutes per game in the
conference, with just under 17
penalty minutes a game.
"It's been a combination of a
lot of things," said coach Dennis
Williams. "We've played a lot of
good Iteamsl who like to shoot
the puck.
"It's something we worked
on at length yesterday, probably for around 10 minutes, is
to makes sure that we get into
passing lanes, and that our
switches are good, having only
one had on their stick, making
sure theit heads are on a swivel,
and clearing the puck out of the
crease area."
On the other end of the special
teams, the Falcons' power-play
unit is last in the conference,
converting on only 11.1 percent
ot opportunities.

However, the Broncos have
not fared any better on special
teams this year, as their penalty
kill is tenth'in the CCHA at 79.6
percent, and their power-play is
11th at 11.3 percent.
Despite getting swept by
the Broncos last season in
Kalamazoo, BG has fared well
against them in the in the past,
leading the all-time series 79-499. including a 42-20-0 mark at
home BG has won four of the
last six meeting between the two
teams at the BGSU Ice Arena.
Williams stressed that fundamentals will be key for a
successful weekend.
"The biggest thing I told the
guys is that we're going to be
physical." Williams said. "We
have to keep out feet moving,
make sure to limit turnovers,
and do a good job of picking up
guys on the back-check.
"And we have to remember,
put pucks on the net, and good
things will happen."
Tonight's game starts at
7:05, while Saturday's game is
a 5:05 start.

TRACK

WOMEN
From Page 6

lassitiecTAds

last Saturday, the scoring setup
is different. Each team will be
able to have two athletes score
in every event, as opposed to
the top eight finishers scoring
points last weekend.
BG placed second and had
four individual champions
last year in the lane I lerrmann
Invitational. Dayton is the
meet's defending champion and coming off of a second-place finish at the BGSU
Challenge last Saturday.
Today's meet begins at 5 p.m.
inside Perry Field House.

The Cleveland Indians
baseball team used to be called the
Cleveland Spiders.

1
2
3
4
5
6

The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individi.nl or group on
the basis of race, sot. color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.
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10
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12
15
17
20

Campus Events

21
25
26

UAO Movie Showing Tonight!
Couples Retreat" at 9:30pm
at the Union Theater.

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
"ARE YOU FRIENDLY
AND OUTGOING?"
TruGreen ChemLawn Needs Youll
SSSALARY (S400Avk)
+ FULL BENEFITSSS
FULL TIME ONLY Entry Level Sales
Inside and Outside Sales
Reponsibilltles.
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS NEEDED.
No Exp Needed- Paid TrainingWork 12-9PM
"CALL KRIS TODAY 419-261-6034
or Submit Application at
TrugreenToledo.com

10

PISC^ '

brought to you by

419-372-6977

27
29
30
33
34
35
36

ACROSS
1 Dadaism
co-founder
4 "I'm serious1"
10 Egyptian viper
13 Chase, in a way
14 Supposing
15 Zig or zag
16 'Dictated reminder
18 Wrath, in a hymn title
19 *"We must be nuts!"
21 Word with car or bumper
22 Dover's St.
23 Skedaddles
24 Derby drinks
26 Moor on stage
28 Beef source
29 Flowery welcome
31 VIP on the Hill
32 'Restricted airspace
35 First name in tyranny
38 Donnybrook
39
talk

43
45
46
47
49
50
54
55
57
58
59
60
61
62

Barley bristle
Destroy completely
Asphalt fault
Clears
Eggs, e.g.
Longtime North Carolina
senator Helms
NBC newsman Roger
Potter's need
40% ot fifty?
Shots from above
"Grey's Anatomy"
setting
37
Victimizes
Country singer Gill
40
Actress Brennan
41
People or region of
42
Ghana
Dr. Demons, e.g.
44
Hype
Slip through the
45
cracks?
47
Howe'er
Free-for-_: fights
48
Caustic chemical
Squishy lowland
51
Verdi title bandit
52
Piled any which way
53
Stadium chant, and
word that can fol56
low the ends of the
answers to starred
clues

Classic TV family
Filmdom
Second of three black keys
Zippo
Sea depleted by irrigation
projects
'"We answer to a higher
authority" brand
Author Bagnold
'Marquee name
Italian vineyard region
"It _ matter"
Years and years
The Carolinas' _ Dee River
Skedaddles
CD players

For Rent

"It's a trick, but tell
me"
Effervescent, perhaps
IHOP order
Dave's "2001"
nemesis
New York
restaurateur
Customer
Subject of
contemplation?
Formal "Who's
there?" response
Scary arms, briefly
Don Knotts denial
Baseball's Mel and
Ed
Dash widths
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ABOUT
PISHN€LLO*Sf iSK
UR SPECIALS!

•"Avail now 1 & 2 apts.
EH low as $275.
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p
"10-11 s.y leases/apts. houses, elfs
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bdrm
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p

203 N. Main *" DM6llV€nV 352-5166 I
$6 50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

1 BR apt now avail, ideal for grad *
students or mature undergrads,
close to campus. call419-352-5414
1 BR apt. 854 8th St, $410 /mo +
elec w/ $410 security dep. No pets.
Call 419-392-3354
12 monlh leases starting May 2010:
837 3rd St - 3BR Duplex,
$885/mo -t-util.
604 5th St - 3 BR House.
$900/mo + util.
420 S. College - 3 BR House.
$700/mo + util.
408 E. Court St - 2 BR Duplex.
$630/mo ♦ util.
Smith Apt. Rentals

419-352-8917
1 BR apts. close to campus,
available NOW, May & August.
Call 419-708-9981
2BR apts, 4th SI, pels welcome.
$500/mo -fgas/elec. water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.

From Page 6

and Tracy Pontius has lead the
Falcons this year averaging 18.1
and 13.5 points per game.
In order for BG to win they'll
have to avoid some of the defensive mistakes they made in their
win over Miami on Monday.
"Their shooting percentage
wasn't as low as I would have liked,
they did shoot 40 percent," BG
coach Curt Miller said. "They were
hurting us and getting to the foul
line
The last time the two teams
met, BG took home a 69-55 victory over the Eagles in Ypsilanti.

The Daily Crossword Fix

3 BR apts. recently updated1
619 High SI, BG Available May.
Small pets OK. call 419-308-3525.
3 BR house w/ 2 car garage.
W/D & A/C, avail Aug $1200/mo,
949 Scott Hamilton, 419-654-9512

£

our coupon menu at

'■pisanellos.com

- Lunch Fn. - Sat. • Sun.

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

IBR. 3rd St. I am willing to pay $400
security dep. and $175 for first
month rent, you save $575!
$400/mo * elec Call 313-523-9887
3 BR townhouses, lease for 2010s/y,
Scott Hamilton St. 4th St 8 5th St
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
House for Rent, 850 7th St.,
3 bed, 2 bath. $885/mo + utilities.
Call 419-601-0477
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www.bgaparlments.com
Large 4 BR house, 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up, close to campus, avail
Aug S1100/mo+util. 419-353-1556.
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory.
www.bgviews com

NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSESI HOUSES! HOUSES!
May Lease 2010-201!
133 1/2 S College - 3br 2 ba S950/m.
239 S. College - 4br 2 ba $885/mo,
302A S. College - 4br 2 ba $1050/m.
821A 2nd St - 4br 2 ba $1050/mo.
2 Orchard Circle - 4br 2 ba $!050/m,
208 Troup - 4 br 2 ba $1050/mo,
826A 2nd SI - 4 br 2 ba $850/mo.
824 5th St. - 4 br 2 ba $1000/mo.
831 5th St • 3 br 2 ba $750/mo.
835 5th Si - 4 br 2 ba $750/mo,
August Lease 2010-2011
227 S. College - 3 br 1ba 5990/mo.
308 S. College - 4 br 2 ba $1050/mo.
402 S. College - 3 br 1 ba $825/mo,
826B 2nd St - 4 br 2 ba S850/mo,
239 Manville - 4 br 2 ba $850/mo.
241 Manville - 4 br 2 ba $850/mo.
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com
Housing Directory
www.bgviews.com

3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
3BR apt + util. avail 8/15/10.
3BR house + util. avail 5/15/10.
3 room ellic incl util. avail NOW,
1 rm studio apt incl util, avail 7/15/10
2BR apt ♦util. avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773
Price Reduced, Fifth Street Apts.
2BR, 2 bath, C/A, appliances.
shuttle stop across street, $450/mo.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638.
Retired teacher will share private
home In BG. 4 BR. 2 lirepl, all appl.
$350/mo ♦ all util, call 419-352-5523
Shamrock Studios
Winter Special on Studio Apt
Semester leases, $425/mo. turn.
We provide all util, cable, WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled.
$725/mo + util Call 419-708-9981

VILLAGE

4 BR w/1 1/2 baths. W/D. garage
& large deck, corner of 8th & Elm.
Call 419-305-5987 for more info.
424 E Wooster, Lg 3 BR apt. great
location, avail Fall 2010. $950/mo.

utils incl. Call 419-352-5882.
Avail Aug. 2010. all upgraded,
large houses, call 419-308-2458

Burritos

M

419-906-4729
-FREE

114 Ridge-$1200/mo,
218 Dill St - 227 E. Reed - $1000/mo
127 Georgia Ave - $975/mo,
606 Fifth SI - $900/mo,
226 E. Merry-$812/mo.
131 N Church - $750/mo.
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -$750/mo.
3 BR apt: 443 N Enterprise -550/mo.
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo,
S 443 N. Enterprise - $300/mo.

PAR

11 Great Reasons
for Checking Us Out!

DELIVERY-

$1 BURftlTOe
SUN-WED 11AM-12AM
THUR-SAT

11AM-3AM

MINUTES FROM BGSU

425 E. WOOSTER

AIR CONDITIONING

HIND THE NEW DOMINO S
GAS INCLUDED
(HEA1, HOI WAIER, 8 COOKING)
WATER/TRASH INCLUDED

HEINZSITE
For advance tickets & showtimes visit

cinemark.com

*IVYWOODAPTS.«
I Bdrm./Studios

a, call I800FANDANG0 . Eip Code 1432t

CINCMA5«

Winter Spei i.il:
First Month FREE

APu/rManw!ufotti f*si'JO ■ moAinniDtrsTJO
sruxftT rhunotr iY/mviuo w\ %IM
Showtime* '/72/10 ■ 1/28/10

• LEGION [R] ~,, r
•m 55) "(2 20) '4 50 7 30 10 00
• TOOTH FAIRY [PG] mo P.....)
"(11 50l V2 15) "a 15 7 20 9 50
ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS:
THE SQUEAKOUEL [PG]
•(12 05) '(2 30) "5 00 7 25 940
AVATAR [PC 13]
•(12 15) "3 50 7 45
• THE BOOK OF ELI [R] <N. .......
•(100) '4 00 7 10 9 55

•Near BGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

Your Home, Away From Home
1 & 2 Bedrooms

UPDATED KITCHEN WITH OAK CABINETS

-

DISHWASHERS & DISPOSALS
LAUNDRY FACILITIES IN ALL BUILDINGS

♦ Close to Campus ♦
♦ Free High Speed Internet ♦
♦ Dishwashers ♦
♦ Garbage Disposals ♦
♦ Air Conditioning •
♦ Washers/Dryers in 2 Beds ♦

AMPLE PARKING/CARPORTS
24 HOUR MAINTENANCE
REASONABLY PRICEDI

(419) 352-6335

Leasing Office Located at:
1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

* 419-352-7691 F.HO
t

CAT FRIENDLY COMMUNITY

419-353-5800

cormorantco.com

■

■

■

Management Inc.

123 E. Merry - $690

1

127 E. Merry - $690

}

217 S.College - $550

www.meocabq.cprti

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

;

■

• Three bedroom houses

[

• Close to campus
• Check out our prices!

»
#"tt*

